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The Antarctic Ross Ice shelf ANtenna Neutrino Array (ARIANNA) particle physics exper-

iment aims to detect ultra-high energy neutrinos originating outside our solar system. A

second generation detector prototype for the experiment has been developed and success-

fully deployed in Antarctica. The second generation detector is based on the Synchronous

Sampling and Triggering (SST) integrated circuit. This dissertation focuses on the design

and performance of the SST chip.

Fabricated in a 0.25µm CMOS process, the SST is a low power data acquisition circuit

that monitors for potential neutrino signals and preserves candidate signals. The waveform

capture is performed with a 256-cell time-interleaved sampling array. Continuous sampling

operation is achieved through circular cycling across the array. The synchronous sampling

clock generation allows for sampling rates that span six orders of magnitude (i.e. ranging

between 2.0 KHz and 2.0 GHz). The analog bandwidth (-3dB frequency) of the SST reaches

1.5 GHz, allowing for the capture of frequency components up to the Nyquist frequency.

The SST integrates four channels of waveform capture functionality into a single chip.

Each SST channel includes event triggering to initiate the signal capture of neutrino events,

and to reject random noise signals. Events are triggered based on outputs from a pair of high

x



speed comparators that monitor for bipolar threshold crossings. Multiple triggering options

are available on the SST, including direct output of the comparator signals and triggering

on dual threshold crossings occurring within a programmable time window.

The SST chip utilizes an external low jitter LVDS oscillator to synchronously generate an

internal sampling clock with low timing jitter. The fixed pattern timing noise was character-

ized through two different approaches: a stochastic zero crossing method and a Monte Carlo

based simulated annealing method. After calibrating for fixed pattern timing noise, the SST

achieves inter channel timing resolutions between 1.15 ps (RMS) and 2.36 ps (RMS).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Synchronous Sampling and Triggering (SST) is designed as a circuit solution for

the data acquisition for the Antarctic Ross Ice-shelf ANtenna Neutrino array (ARIANNA)

neutrino detection experiment. This chapter discusses the background information on ARI-

ANNA to provide context for the development of the SST system. A brief description of the

neutrino is given. The physical principals utilized for neutrino detections are explained. The

goals and scope of ARIANNA are presented. A rationale for the development of the SST

chip and a description of how it is used in ARIANNA are discussed. The chapter concludes

with information about the SST’s fabrication technology.

1.1 Background

Information about the ARIANNA experiment is presented to provided the context for

the use of the SST. The field of neutrino astronomy is an active area of research and it has the

potential to be a powerful tool for exploring the universe. Neutrino detectors can function

as a neutrino telescope, providing a new way to search for energetic events in the universe.
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The detection of ultra-high energy neutrinos (UHE) can be used to make discoveries about

the cosmos that cannot be done with conventional optical telescopes alone [1],[2].

Neutrinos are subatomic particles that possess unique properties which make their

detection challenging. These low mass particles are neutrally charged and rarely interact

with matter through the weak nuclear force. This property allows neutrinos to pass through

the vast majority of matter, making them difficult to detect. Due to the rarity of neutrino

interactions, large volumes of detection medium are needed, resulting in vast, kilometer-scale

detectors [2],[3]. The same property that makes neutrinos difficult to detect also make them

excellent at transmitting information about the far reaches of the universe. The particle’s

weak interaction with matter give physicists an unobscured view of the universe and the

neutrino’s indifference to electric-magnetic fields allows for accurate determination of its

point of origin [4].

The ARIANNA experiment proposes to build a large scale neutrino detector array

to study the flux of the UHE neutrinos. The goal of the ARIANNA detector is to be

highly sensitive to neutrinos at the highest energy range of 1017 eV to 1020 eV [2],[5]. The

completed ARIANNA experiment will consist of nearly 1,300 independent stations installed

over a 36 kmX 36 km grid. Each station is built with a solar panel assembly that generates

all the power for its operation. An illustration of ARIANNA is presented in figure 1.1.

The Ross Ice Shelf was chosen as the site of the experiment because of several crucial

features. There is minimal human activity allowing for a radio quiet environment. The ice

shelf acts as a vast and existing medium for neutrino detection. The ice is transparent to

the radio signals produced as a result of the neutrino interactions within the medium. The

ice shelf’s ice to water interface behaves as a mirror like surface for the radio emissions,

reflecting the radio signals towards the detector array on the surface of the ice.

ARIANNA detects neutrinos by monitoring for distinct radio signals emitted in a

2



Figure 1.1: ARIANNA neutrino detector illustration1

process known as the Askaryan effect [6],[7]. The Askaryan effect is a phenomenon where

radio waves are produced when a particle travels through a medium at a speed greater than

light’s phase velocity inside said medium. On occasion, a highly energetic neutrino collides

with one of the nuclei in the water molecule. The collision creates a shower of secondary

particle which travel faster than the phase velocity of light in the ice and emits a radio signal.

The radio emission reflects off of the water and ice interface of the Ross Ice Shelf, and it is

sensed by antennas connected to an ARIANNA station at the surface of the ice.

1Image created by Scott Brown, originally published in [8].
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1.2 Data Acquisition Solution

The radio emissions from a neutrino interaction are detected by a log-periodic dipole

array (LPDA) antenna, the signals are passed through an anti-aliasing filter and sent to a

high gain RF amplifier. The resulting signal is a continuous time analog voltage signal. Each

ARIANNA monitoring station contains a data acquisition system to processes the neutrino

events for transmission back to University of Irvine California (UCI) for analysis.

The ARIANNA data acquisition system has four channels to monitor the signals from

four independent antennas. Periodically, particle events are detected, causing each of the

channels to hold the sampled voltages of the analog signals, thus producing records of the

input waveforms. Once a neutrino event occurs, a trigger signal is created prompting the

system to save the samples and preserve the neutrino signal in a temporary “analog memory”.

The sampling is performed with a custom designed, switch capacitor array (SCA) based,

waveform recording integrated circuit. An analog to digital conversion (ADC) is performed,

converting the saved samples into binary bit strings, which are written to a non-volatile

memory. Once stored in memory, the signal data is available for digital transmission through

long distance wireless link and satellite communications.

Capturing neutrino signals presents several challenges for the data acquisition system,

which are outlined in the following discussion. The neutrino interactions produce short

transient bursts that span on the order of a hundred nanoseconds. Figure 1.2 presents

a waveform generated from a neutrino signal template and is representative the signals

typically observed from a neutrino interaction.

Conventional analog data acquisition systems operate differently from the ARIANNA

data acquisition system. The conventional systems use a real-time ADC, which continuously

samples and digitally converts the input analog signal at a rate that must meet or exceed

the Nyquist sampling rate. The converted data is then read to a storage medium for later

4



Figure 1.2: Neutrino template signal2

recovery. Limitations to the traditional data acquisition system make it inadequate for use

in the ARIANNA experiment. Nyquist rate sampling for high energy particle detection

requires operation rates ranging from hundreds of MHz to multi-GHz. Achieving high bit

resolution at these high conversion rates can be challenging and is generally achieved at

the expense of large power consumption. A multi-gigahertz ADC can require over a watt

of power. Another drawback to the conventional system is that the constant digitalization

generates an excessive amount of data that requires an impractically large hard drive for

storage. The majority of this stored data is going to be extraneous noise that needs to be

discarded to find the signals from the neutrino interactions.

The architecture of the ARIANNA data acquisition system is based on a transient

waveform recorder and it overcomes the previously mentioned disadvantages of a conventional

detector system. A major advantage of using a transient waveform recording chip is that

it greatly relaxes the requirements of the ADC while maintaining multiple giga-samples per

second rates and low power consumption. Under typical conditions, the ARIANNA stations

detect potential neutrino events at rates of around a few millihertz [3], leaving large time

2Image of neutrino template from the publication [3].
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intervals between events. With the neutrino waveform sampled and saved in the SCA, there

is ample time for a low rate ADC to perform the digital conversion.

The triggering mechanism is essential to the functionality of the transient waveform

recording method of data acquisition. The trigger continuously monitors for a potential

neutrino event and initiates the waveform capture once they occur. The user programed

triggering criterion performs noise suppression, which effectively rejects the majority of ran-

dom noise events. This improves the quality of the data taken by the ARIANNA stations.

The frequency components of the neutrino signals spans a broadband of frequencies and

includes components in the high frequency spectrum (in the upper hundreds of MHz). The

presence of high frequency components correspond to rapid fluctuations in the time domain,

resulting in signal features with large voltage changes within short time intervals. The data

acquisition system must sample the signal at a sufficiently high rate to faithfully capture

the signal information, as dictated by the Nyquist theorem. The broadband frequency

components of the input signals impose another requirement on the data acquisition system.

In addition to a high sample rate, the system needs a broad and flat frequency response,

which includes a high analog tracking bandwidth, to accurately sample the input.

The record length of the data acquisition system is finite, typically spanning on the

order of hundreds of nanoseconds. Increasing the record length of SCA waveform recorders

becomes impractical beyond a point since the increase in depth adversely affects other per-

formance specifications including bandwidth, frequency dependent distortion, power con-

sumption and layout area. Discussions on these aspects are presented later in chapter 3.

There is a risk of truncating the signal and corrupting the information if the record length

is insufficient. Therefore, the SST’s design balances the record length against the various

other parameters.

It is important that the data acquisition process maintains high signal integrity. As

6



Figure 1.3: 2011 Data acquisition core prototype using ATWD

the waveforms are captured and digitally converted, various noise components are added in

the process. In addition to noise, nonlinearities in the circuits distort the original signal.

The presence of either noise or distortion reduces the effective resolution of the system and

can hamper the fidelity of the recorded signal. These concerns were addressed during the

design of the SST chip and discussions about them are presented in chapter 3.

1.3 Second Generation ARIANNA Stations

This section discusses the motivation behind developing the SST chip. The first Gen-

eration ARIANNA stations were prototyped using a data acquisition system based on the

Advance Transient Waveform Digitizer (ATWD) chip, designed by a previous design group

under Professor Kleinfelder [9]. The data acquisition system using the ATWD is shown in

the figure 1.3.

The ATWD prototype stations were installed in Antarctica in the year 2011 [10] and

7



successfully collected data from the Ross Ice Shelf and transmitted it back to UCI. The

functionality of the ATWD system deployment is proof of concept. It is a concrete demon-

stration that the waveform recording system works in the real world conditions of the extreme

Antarctic environment. With a sound understanding of the data acquisition principals, fo-

cus turned to improving and optimizing the data acquisition and triggering systems. Efforts

culminated in the development of a second generation waveform recorder chip named the

Synchronous Sampling and Triggering (SST) circuit, and a new SST based data acquisition

system.

The SST chip displays several improvements over the ATWD and a number of the major

differences are described in the following. The ATWD is capable of recording only a single

channel’s input, thus requiring the four ATWD chips, each mounted on separate daughter

cards, to realize a four channel system. The SST integrates four channel waveform capturing

capability onto a single integrated circuit, consequently reducing the hardware overhead and

shrinking the system size. The SST realizes a low power design, requiring 32 mW of power per

channel compared to the ATWD’s power consumption of 780 mW per channel. The transient

record length of the SST is doubled that of the ATWD, resulting in a 128ns waveform

capture window (presuming a sample rate 2.0 giga-samples per second). The SST design

has an improved analog bandwidth, reaching 1.5 GHz compared to the ATWD’s 800 MHz

-3dB frequency. The ATWD triggering mechanism relies on pattern match logic to identify

neutrino events. This method requires an involved process of programming and calibrations.

The SST simplifies the triggering criteria by checking for voltage threshold crossings that

occur within a programmable time interval of each other. These SST performance results

are discussed in further detail in chapter 5.

The SST chip design was completed in collaboration with my colleague in the engineer-

ing research group, Tarun Prakash. The second generation ARIANNA prototype station was

completed using a motherboard design by Anirban Samanta, another engineering colleague

8



Figure 1.4: Second generation data acquisition system based on the SST chip

of mine. A photo of the SST data acquisition system is presented in figure 1.4. To date, the

SST system’s functionality has been verified and several SST ARIANNA stations have been

successfully deployed in Antarctica and are currently collecting data.

1.4 Fabrication Technology

This section presents basic information about the fabrication technology used in the

ARIANNA chip designs. Detailed specifications about the technology are confidential and

cannot be shared. The following discusses publicly available information about the process

properties and fabrication options.

Both SST and the ATWD chips were fabricated with the same TSMC 0.25µm RF

CMOS design kit provided through MOSIS [11]. The power supply voltage for this technology

9



is 2.5 V. Five metal layers and one poly layer are available for circuit routing. This process

allows for resistor implementations using either poly or NWELL layers. The option of silicide

block is available for the poly resistors, giving the designer more choices for the resistor

sheet resistance. The ARIANNA chip designs take advantage of the process’ capability

of implementing metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitors with good linearity. These MIM

devices show low capacitance variation versus temperature or voltage across the device.

The SST layout follows scalable CMOS (SCMOS) [12] design rule, where all the layout

geometries are expressed in abstract units of lambda. The SCMOS rules facilitate scaling a

circuit layout to different technology nodes. The TSMC 0.25µm process has a lambda equal

to 0.12µm and its features are arranged on a half grid allowing for a 0.06µm resolution.

Being a CMOS process, both NMOS and PMOS transistors are available. The mini-

mum gate length of the PMOS and NMOS transistors is 0.24µm drawn length. The NMOS

and PMOS have nominal threshold voltages (without body effect) of about 0.51 V and

−0.52 V respectively. In this process, the electron mobility is approximately 4.5 times

greater than the hole mobility, thus NMOS transistors generally yield better performance

over PMOS. Under typical bias conditions, a 5µm gate width NMOS transistor has a unity

gain current frequency (denoted as fT ) of around 16 GHz, while a 5µm wide PMOS transis-

tor has a fT of 11 GHz. The transistor fT provides an upper frequency limit for the devices;

typical circuit designs operate at much lower frequencies. Based on the fT , the NMOS also

have a better frequency response compared to PMOS transistors and that is why NMOS

designs are preferred when possible.
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Chapter 2

SST Architecture and Overview

This chapter provides a hierarchal description of the SST and discusses its various

operations from a block level perspective. The mechanisms behind the clock generation,

data acquisition, waveform readout, and event triggering are broadly explained. Details

about the functionality of the SST’s inputs and outputs are provided. An explanation of the

SST time-interleaved sampling is presented.

2.1 Synchronous Sampling and Triggering (SST) Chip

Architecture

The SST chip operates as a transient waveform recorder capturing a snapshot of an

input signal in the form of 256 sample voltages. The sampling rate is dictated by the SST’s

LVDS reference clock input, so it has the potential to be varied. Nominally, the SST operates

with a sample rate of 2.0 GHz taking sample voltages of the input signal at 500 ps intervals.

At the core of the waveform capture function is an array of 256 sample and hold cells that

sequentially track and store samples of the analog input signal. At the 2.0 GHz sampling
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rate, the entirety of the 256 sampled voltages results in a 128 ns record length. To achieve

continuous sampling over long periods of time, the SST samples the input in a circular

fashion. The circular sampling is accomplished by returning to the beginning position of

the sampling cell array, and overwriting the previously saved samples once all 256 sample

cells have stored voltages. This allows the SST to continuously record samples indefinitely.

The SST will continue to sample the input until it is commanded to save the record. The

resulting waveform stored on the SST is a record of the last 128 ns of the transient input

signal prior to the SST receiving the stop signal.

The following discussion presents an outline of how the components of the SST operate

and interact to perform a transient waveform capture. Figure 2.1 is a block diagram of the

SST chip and it displays the SST’s components block and their connections.

A sampling clock coordinates the analog voltage sampling, and the sampling clock

is synchronously generated with a series of high speed, dynamic logic shift registers (fast

shift registers). An off chip oscillator provides the SST with an LVDS reference clock. The

LVDS oscillator’s signal is sent to the LVDS receiver block in the SST, which converts the

reference clock into a full scale 2.5 V to 0 V internal SST clock. Dual non-overlapping clock

signals based on the two phases of the LVDS receiver’s outputs are distributed to each of

the fast shift registers through a network of clock drivers. The non-overlapping clock phases

are necessary to ensure proper function of the dynamic logic in the sample clock generation

circuitry. The sample clock is created by shifting a sampling pointer on the clock edges of

each phase of the SST clock; thereby implementing a sample rate that is twice the frequency

of the reference clock frequency. The SST chip is designed to typically operate using an

LVDS oscillator with the nominal frequency of 1.0 GHz, thus realizing a 2.0 GHz sampling

rate.

To realize the continuous sampling, the sampling process must restart at the beginning

of the sampling array and overwrite the previous samples once all 256 of the sampling cells
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Figure 2.1: SST Block Diagram 1

have been exhausted. This is accomplished by feeding back the sampling pointer to the initial

position. Once the sampling pointer returns to the first sampling cell, the signal sampling

process cycles through the array again. This loop can repeat indefinitely until a stop signal

halts the sampling clock and preserve the existing samples stored in the array.

The analog input being sampled is connected to the array of 256 switch capacitor

sampling cells through an analog signal bus consisting of several metal layers connected

together with vias to make a low resistance connection. Each sample and hold cell in the

1Figure originally published in the reference [13].
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array is connected to a different register position in the fast shift register. A tap off of the fast

shift registers generates a sampling cell’s sampling clock signal, which determines whether

the cell is tracking the input or holding the sampled voltage.

The triggering capability of the SST is used to reject background noise and to dis-

cern when a signal of interest has occurred. The analog input signal is connected to the

triggering circuitry through the same analog bus as the sampling array. The SST trigger

circuit monitors for instances when the analog input exceeds certain voltage thresholds, and

sends a trigger signal if the user defined triggering criterion is met. In practice, the trigger

signal is sent to the microcontroller on-board the system board to communicate that a signal

of interest has occurred. The electronics on the system board then issues a stop signal to

preserve the samples and coordinates the SST chip readout, digital conversion, and writing

to memory.

After a stop signal has been issued to the SST chip, the waveform samples are saved

and can be held for a period of time before being readout. Each of the sample and hold cells

also contain circuitry that provides voltage buffering for the sampled voltage and implements

analog multiplexing. During the SST readout operation, all the saved analog sample voltages

are serially driven onto the SST’s analog output pin.

2.2 Sampling Clock Generation Comparison

Professor Kleinfelder originally developed the concept of a switch capacitor array (SCA)

based waveform recorders for particle detectors in 1988 [14]. Since then, SCA recorders

have been widely used in particle detectors; the SST, along with other high rate waveform

recorder designs, rely on waveform sampling through an SCA. Recently, different research

groups designed waveform recorders with sampling rates in the range of 2-15 giga-sample per
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second (GSPS) [15],[16],[17]. A notable distinction between the SST and the prior multi-

GSPS SCA waveform recorders is the method in which the sampling clock is generated.

The SCA recorders proceeding the SST rely on either a Phase Lock Loop (PLL) or a Delay

Lock Loop (DLL) feedback circuit to generate a stable, high frequency sampling clock.

A research team under Professor Varner from the University of Hawaii developed a SCA

recorder named PSEC4, which utilizes a DLL for timing generation [17]. Another research

team with Professor Ritt from the Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland developed the DRS4

SCA recorder, which uses a PLL for timing generation [16]. The timing resolution of an

SCA recorder is determined in part by its sample clock generation topology. The various

topologies are affected by different noise mechanisms and these noise sources degrade the

timing resolution by causing errors in the timing of the sampled instances. The time in

between the samples are referred to as the sampling interval. This topic of timing noise

explored in greater detail in chapter 4. The following discussion presents a summary of

the sample clock generation methods used in priorly mentioned multi-GSPS SCA waveform

recorders.

A PLL is a versatile circuit with many applications, including clock generation and

signal synchronization. Consequently, PLL circuits are well suited for sample clock genera-

tion in SCA recorders. There are many variations of the PLL circuit; prior SCA recorders

typically use a frequency synthesizing type of PLL, which generates a high frequency clock

from a low frequency reference signal. Figure 2.2 presents a simplified block diagram that

illustrates the concept behind the frequency synthesizing PLL.

A low frequency reference clock serves as the input to the PLL. Through a negative

feedback mechanism, the PLL produces an output oscillation that is phase locked (driven to

be in phase) with the reference clock. A frequency divider circuit that divides by a factor of

M is placed in the feedback path. This causes the PLL to lock to a frequency that is M times

that of the reference signal and achieves a frequency multiplication. A ring oscillator based
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Figure 2.2: PLL block diagram

voltage control oscillator (VCO) produces an oscillation with a frequency that is determined

by the control voltage Vctrl. A phase frequency detector (PFD) outputs a signal that is a

function of the phase error between the VCO output and the reference clock. A low pass

filter is placed between the PFD and the VCO to condition the voltage signal.

A number of prior SCA waveform recorders utilize a PLL circuit and generate their

sample clock by tapping the signals off of the VCO’s delay stages [16]. The PLL topology

is capable of synthesizing multi-gigahertz sampling clocks from a low noise reference signal

with a frequency in the megahertz range. An issue with the PLL topology is that it is

susceptible to high frequency jitter stemming from the VCO. The PLL’s corrective feedback

loop is capable of suppressing high frequency jitter components from the reference clock;

however the feedback loop does not respond to high frequency jitter from the VCO. The

PLL jitter manifests as sampling jitter in the SCA recorder and adds noise to the output.

The PLL is susceptible to noise coupled to the Vctrl node, which also contributes to timing

jitter. The PLL feedback drives the phase error between the VCO and the reference clock

to zero (assuming a Type II PLL). While the end nodes of the VCO are synchronized with

the reference clock, the intermediate VCO delay stages are not guaranteed to have uniform

delays. Process variations and circuit mismatches causes the VCO delay stages to drift,
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ultimately causing timing errors.

Figure 2.3: DLL block diagram

A DLL is another type of circuit with various timing applications and has also been

used in multiple prior SCA recorders for generating a sample clock [18],[17]. A simplified DLL

block diagram that illustrates its fundamental operation is presented in figure 2.3. Using

a voltage control delay line (VCDL), the DLL generates stable timing delays. The VCDL

consists of a cascade of numerous delay stages where each delay stage has a propagation

delay that is dependent on the control voltage Vctrl. A phase detector followed by a low

pass filter produces a voltage signal based on the phase error between the VCDL output

and the reference clock. The feedback action drives the phase error to zero (presuming that

the loop contains a charge pump circuit to provide a 1/s pole) and the VCDL is locked in

phase with the reference clock. This results in a well-defined delay across the VCDL where

the arithmetic mean of its stage delays equals to the reference clock period divided by the

number of VCDL stages. A sampling clock where the sampling edges are separated by a

defined sampling interval is generated by tapping the signal from the delay stages in the

DLL’s VCDL.

The DLL sample clock generation topology has some advantages over using a PLL.

The VCDL is less susceptible to noise compared to the VCO. This leads to an improved
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jitter performance for the DLL topology in instances where high frequency noise coupling is

an issue. It is easier to achieve closed loop stability in a DLL than a PLL, because the DLL’s

open loop gain does not include a 1/s term from a VCO circuit block. However, similar to

the PLL, circuit mismatches in the DLL introduce delay variations among the stages and

creates timing errors. These random variations in the spacing between the SCA’s sampling

edges appear as sampling jitter (timing noise).

The sample clock generation circuitry in the SST is notably different from the PLL and

DLL topology. The SST’s sampling clock is generated synchronously in the sense that digital

logic components are coordinated by the clock edges of a clock signal distributed across the

chip. The SST’s synchronous sampling clock circuitry was designed and implemented by

my colleague Tarun Prakash. A detailed examination the synchronous clocking design is

presented in his dissertation [19]. The following discussion summarizes the operation of the

SST’s synchronous clock generation. A simplified block diagram meant to highlight the

essentials of the of the SST’s sample clock generation is presented in figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: SST synchronous sampling clock generation block diagram

Prior to sampling the input, a ‘sampling pointer’ is instantiated in the SST’s fast shift
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registers. The position of a sampling pointer dictates if a sampling cell is in the tracking

phase or if it holds the sampled voltage. Sampling across the array is performed by shifting

the sampling pointer across the fast shift registers. The sampling pointer is shifted to the

subsequent register on each of the SST’s internal clock edges, resulting in a sampling rate

equal to twice that of the reference clock frequency. In effect, the voltage sampling operation

is synchronized by a single clock signal common to each shift register. A clock distribution

tree is used to prevent clock skew among the shift registers. The sample clock signals are

plotted and further discussed in the time-interleaved sampling section (Section 2.5).

This synchronous timing generation topology is robust and straight forward to design.

The SST’s timing generation does not rely on negative feedback, thus there are not any

stability concerns, unlike with the PLL or DLL circuits. Since the sampling edged are

governed by a fixed frequency clock signal instead of a voltage control delay element, this

synchronous timing generation topology is more resistant to jitter caused by coupled voltage

noises and is less susceptible to timing errors from process variations.

The decision to operate on both clock edges was made in order to increase the SST’s

sampling rate for a given input reference clock. Higher sampling rates allow for greater

timing resolution on the waveform record; this is discussed in section 4.3. However, this

design choice has the drawback of being susceptible to duty cycle variations. Any deviation

from a 50% duty cycle results in periodic timing jitter on the sampling instances. The duty

cycle variation can come from the LVDS oscillator reference clock or it may be introduced if

there are asymmetrical current sinking/sourcing capabilities in the LVDS receiver.

The DLL and PLL timing generation topologies are capable of achieving greater sam-

pling rates than the synchronous timing generation. With the PLL and DLL methods, the

sampling intervals are determined by the voltage control delay stages, which can be made sig-

nificantly faster than clock generation with a shift register. A prior work that was fabricated

with a more advanced 0.13µm process uses a DLL based timing generation, and achieved
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sampling rates as high as 15.0 GSPS [17]. The SST achieved a maximum tested rate of 2.0

GSPS. However, a higher sampling rate corresponds to a shorter record length for a given

SCA cell depth, so operating the SCA recorder at extremely high sampling rates would be

impractical for many applications. The SST’s 2.0 GHz sampling rate and 256 sample cell

depth achieves sufficient accuracy and record duration to satisfies the requirements for the

ARIANNA experiment.

The jitter performance of the synchronous timing generation is heavily dependent on

the performance of the external oscillator. The SST’s timing signals are derived from the

LVDS reference clock, so any timing jitter from the external clock is transferred to the SST’s

sampling clock. Conversely, if the external oscillator has low phase noise, then the clean

reference clock generates a low jitter sampling clock since the sampling clock is re-timed on

the clock edges of a low jitter reference clock.

The SST’s synchronous design takes advantage of the availability of the high quality,

low cost, low noise LVDS oscillators. The external oscillators typically used with the SST are

1.0 GHz LC72 series oscillators made by FOX Electronics, but the SST is also compatible

with a variety of other LVDS oscillators. The FOX oscillator is a fixed frequency, crystal

oscillator with frequency stability of ±20 ppm and jitter under 20.0 ps RMS. Using this

low noise oscillator in conjunction with the synchronous timing generation allows the SST

to achieve high timing accuracy, measuring timing events with a resolution ranging in the

picoseconds.

2.3 SST Data Acquisition and Readout Control Signals

This section explains the purposes of the SST chip control signals and how they are

related to the analog signal acquisition and readout. The SST chip relies on a simple three
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input control scheme to operate the waveform sampling capability. These signals are the

reset, stop, and analog inputs. The timing diagram in figure 2.5 illustrates the input sequence

that setups and executes the data acquisition operation. The scale shown on the top of

figure 2.5 is the time axis expressed in nanoseconds.

Figure 2.5: SST chip signal acquisition control timing diagram

The purpose of the reset signal is to initialize the sampling pointer in the fast shift

registers. When the reset signal is set to logic high, the dynamic latches in the fast shift

registers are configured to prime the sampling pointer to be at the initial position of the

sample and hold array. The reset input is briefly pulsed high prior to the SST entering its

waveform sampling phase as shown in figure 2.5. For the reset signal to function properly, it

is required that the stop signal be held high and that the reset signal is pulsed high for at least

the duration of one period of the internal SST clock. With a 1.0 GHz LVDS oscillator, the

minimum reset pulse width is 1 ns. In practice, the reset pulse is set for several nanoseconds.

The stop signal dictates whether or not the SST is sampling the input signal. When

the stop signal transitions from low to high, the clock signals to the fast shift registers are

disabled, causing the sampling pointer to be fixed in the position it held when the rising

stop edge occurred. This effectively halts the sampling array from overwriting any previously

sampled values and saves the input waveform. Setting the stop signal to low enables the

clock signals to the fast shift registers, allowing the sampling pointer to cycle through. This

puts the SST into the sampling mode by commanding the sampling array to sequentially
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track the input signal and store the sampled voltages.

After a stop has been issued, a waveform has been captured as sample voltages across

the sample and hold cell array. These sample voltages can be held for some time, but will

eventually be corrupted because of non-zero leakage currents. The average measured rate of

voltage change in a held sample voltage is 150 mV per second. For the SST’s 80pF MIMs

capacitors, the voltage change corresponds to a leakage current of 0.012 pA. Based on the

values for the 2.5 V full scale, 12-bit ADC used on the SST system board, the SST’s sampled

waveform can be held for 4.1 milliseconds before the voltage deviations on the samples reach

one least significant bit (LSB).

The readout operation recovers the transient waveform captured during the input sam-

pling phase. A timing diagram of the SST analog readout is presented in figure 2.6. The

scale on the top of figure 2.6 represents the time axis in units of nanoseconds. During read-

out, output voltages that correspond to the saved sampled voltages are serially outputted

to the analog output pin until the entire waveform record has been recovered. The analog

voltage on the output is a scaled and offset version of the original sampled voltage because

of the voltage buffering circuitry used to drive the signal to the output pin.

Figure 2.6: SST waveform readout timing diagram
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The SST analog output voltages readout at a rate determined by the frequency of the

read clock. The nominal frequency of the read clock used on the SST board is 1.0 MHz.

At this readout frequency, 256µs are required to recover the entire waveform record. The

1.0 MHz readout frequency is selected to be compatible with the ADCs used on the system

board. The SST chip itself can support up to a 5.0 MHz analog readout rate when loaded

with a 15 pF capacitive load on the analog output pin.

The SST chip has a stop-out output that allows for a direct readout of the sampling

pointer’s position. As the analog samples are being shifted out onto the analog output pin,

the stop-out pin will be driven high if the sample being read out corresponds to the position of

the sampling pointer and remains low otherwise. Due to the circular sampling, the beginning

and end of the sampled waveforms are not fixed to a specific cell position. Being able to

directly observe the internal pointer via the stop-out allows for the chronological order of

the samples to be determined without any ambiguity. The analog readout voltage prior to

the stop-out marks the latest sample in the waveform record; while the readout sample after

the stop-out signifies the earliest sample in the sample record.

2.4 SST Triggering Settings and Controls

Each of the four channels of the SST has a set of trigger inputs and outputs; this

includes a high threshold input, low threshold input, and two trigger outputs. The SST chip

configures the triggering criterion and the trigger output mode with the following inputs: L1

bias, L2 bias, AND/OR select, and Diff/Single. A block diagram representation of the SST

triggering circuitry is presented in figure 2.7.

The purpose of the triggering is to detect events of interest and single them out for

waveform capture. For the purposes of the ARIANNA experiment, the triggering is only
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Figure 2.7: Block diagram of the SST triggering logic2

useful during the signal sampling phase and serves no purpose when the SST is holding the

waveform or performing the readout operation. Therefore, the triggering circuitry is disabled

whenever the SST stop input is high, so the triggering outputs are only valid during signal

acquisition.

The high and low threshold inputs to the SST chip receive DC analog voltage inputs.

Theses DC threshold inputs determine which voltages the comparators are monitoring for

on the sampled signal. The comparators that are connected to the high threshold drive their

output voltage to Vdd when the analog input voltage reached above the V thhigh voltage.

Similarly, the comparators that are connected to the low threshold output Vdd when the

analog input falls below the V thlow voltage. These threshold values are provided to the

SST chip by 12-bit digital to analog converters (DAC) that are on the SST system board.

The DACs have a full scale voltage of 2.5 V and they are programed through the MBED

microcontroller script. The by triggering on both a high and low threshold, the SST searches

for the bipolar nature of a neutrino signal; this greatly increases the ability to discern between

a particle event and random noise.

Two output modes exist for the trigger output: a single ended output mode and a

differential output mode. These modes are set with the Diff/Single input where a logic high

puts the SST into the differential mode and a logic low sets the SST to the single mode.

2SST trigger logic block diagram was originally published in the reference [20].
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In the single mode, a pulse stretched versions of the comparator’s outputs are driven to

the trigger output pins, bypassing the on chip trigger logic. While the SST will most likely

be operating in its differential mode to make use of the triggering logic, the single mode

operation can be useful for system testing or to test against an alternative triggering logic

using the SST board electronics.

In the differential mode, the trigger outputs are complementary and the on chip trigger-

ing logic is applied to the comparator outputs. The AND trigger logic is applied by setting

the AND/OR input pin high, while setting it to low implements the OR logic. In the AND

logic mode, a trigger is issued when both the high and a low voltage thresholds are crossed

within a specified time of each other. The AND trigger mode effectively monitors for bipolar

pulses where a high and low threshold crossing occurs within a user definable coincidence

window. The OR logic issues triggers when either the high or low threshold is crossed. The

OR mode is less stringent since unipolar signals will also cause the trigger to signal an event.

The level 1 delay control (L1) is an analog input that establishes the time delay in the

feedback path that stretches the comparator’s output pulses. The relationship between the

L1 voltage and the pulse stretching is such that a lower L1 voltage results in shorter pulse

stretching while a higher L1 voltage results in longer stretched pulses. It is worth noting

that the L1 voltage versus the stretched pulse width is exponential relationship rather than

linear. The range of the L1 pulse stretching extends from 3.5ns to 1.0µs. The triggering

logic was designed by my colleague Tarun Prakash and more details about the triggering

logic is presented in his dissertation [19].

The effects of the L1 voltage differ slightly depending on the trigger logic setting and

the output configuration setting. When the SST is put into the differential output setting and

the trigger logic is set to the AND mode, the L1 voltage dictates the length of the coincidence

window where the amount of pulse stretching equals to the coincidence window duration. In

the single ended output setting, the stretched comparator outputs are directly outputted to
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the trigger output. Therefore, in the single output mode the L1 voltage determines the time

durations of the high and low output trigger pulses.

The level 2 control (L2) controls a second round of output pulse stretching, which

is applied to the triggering logic outputs. This L2 voltage determines the duration of the

output pulses that signifies an event when the SST is set to the differential mode. The L2

delay has no bearing on the trigger output when the circuit is configured for single ended

trigger outputs.

2.5 Time-Interleaved Sampling

The fundamental principal behind the SST’s ability to achieve high sampling rates is

its use of time-interleaved sampling. The analog input signal is connected in parallel to an

array of N=256 identical sample and hold cells, which track and sample the input signal

at syncopated intervals to acquire the waveform record. The effective sample rate of the

time-interleaved sampling is Fs = 2.0 GHz (with a sampling period Ts = 500 ps). However,

each individual sample and hold cell samples the input at a much lower rate of Fs/N . The

sampling control signals generated by the fast shift registers are used to coordinate the

sampling instances to be staggered by time intervals equal to Ts. An idealized illustration

of the time-interleaved sampling and the sampling clock signals are shown in figure 2.8; the

circuit delays are not pictured in the figure. The scale on the top figure 2.8 is the time axis in

nanoseconds and the signals S0 through S4 signify the sampling clock signals to the sample

and hold cells SHcell0 through SHcell4 . The sample and hold cells track the analog input

signal when a logic high is applied to its corresponding sample clock signal. The cell holds

its sampled voltage when a logic low is applied to its corresponding sample clock signal. The

falling edges of the sampling clock signals are indicated by the dashed lines in figure 2.8

and they signify the instances where the cells store their sampled voltages. As illustrated
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in figure 2.8, each sampling instance is separated from the prior sample instance by a time

interval of Ts .

As shown in figure 2.8, each sampling cell tracks the input for 1.0 ns (equal to two

times Ts) leading to an overlap in the tracking phase of two adjacent cells. Each cell tracks

the input for longer than Ts = 500 ps to allow for enough time to completely discharge the

previous sampled voltage saved on the cell. If the sample cell’s tracking phase is too short,

components of previous sampled voltages remain on the capacitor, leading to the presence of

ghost pulses. The 1.0 ns track time is sufficient to completely overwrite any existing voltages

in the sampling cells.

Figure 2.8: Internal SST sampling clock timing diagram
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Chapter 3

Analog and Mixed Signal Circuit

Description and Design Analysis

This chapter discusses the analog and mixed signal circuit blocks used in the SST. Each

circuit block is analyzed on a transistor level and the component’s functionality, design, and

challenges are examined. The circuit blocks discussed in this chapter are the LVDS receiver,

sample and hold cell, readout circuit, high speed comparators, and the sample and hold

array.

3.1 LVDS Receiver

Low voltage differential signaling (LVDS) is an established standard for high speed

input/output signaling in digital point to point data connections. The high speed and low

power capabilities of the LVDS make it a suitable solution for the SST’s high speed clock

generation. The LVDS protocol represents binary bits with a voltage difference between two

terminals; each terminal is centered on the same common mode (CM) voltage. A digital
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‘1’ is signified with a positive voltage difference and a digital ‘0’ is signified with a negative

voltage difference. The LVDS voltage typically ranges between ±250 mV to ±400 mV [21].

The LVDS rejects CM noise because it detects the voltage difference between two

terminals, thus giving it good noise immunity. Noise sources that couple to both terminals

include noise on the power and ground lines, which often become especially problematic

in the presence of high speed digital signals. The low voltage swings of the LVDS signals

results in lower power dissipation during high bit rate operations when compared to other

logic families such as single ended CMOS logic. Another advantage of the low voltage swings

is that it allows for very high speed operation. Typical LVDS signal operation is greater than

1 gigabit per second; however, greater speeds achievable [22].

The SST relies on an off chip LVDS oscillator to generate the clocking signals. Since

LVDS is a widely used industry standard, there is a wide selection of compatible off the shelf

components. This allows for great system flexibility where the SST’s sample rate can be

selected simply by changing the oscillator frequency. The SST has been verified to have an

extremely wide range of sampling rates, functioning as low as 2 kilo-samples per second and

as high as 2 giga-samples per second. With this LVDS clocking configuration, the change of

a single component can alter the system’s sample rate to suit a wide range of applications

without making any other hardware modifications.

The SST relies on the LVDS receiver circuit to provide the on chip clock signals.

The essential function of the LVDS receiver is to take the signal from the LVDS oscillator

and convert it into complementary, rail to rail clock signals for the CMOS circuitry on the

SST. To ensure proper functionality for the SST, the LVDS receiver was designed to satisfy

several criterion. The LVDS oscillator’s CM output voltage must fall within the receiver’s

CM input range. The LVDS receiver outputs must settle to less than 10% of the supply

rails. A sufficiently large voltage gain is required to amplify the LVDS signal to full scale

CMOS logic levels and have sharp transition edges. Finally, the LVDS receiver must meet a
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speed requirement and maintain proper operation at frequencies high enough to implement

Nyquist frequency sampling rates. The circuit presented in figure 3.1 is the LVDS receiver

circuit design used in the SST. The following section discusses the operation and design

considerations of the LVDS receiver.

Figure 3.1: SST LVDS receiver schematic

The circuit in figure 3.1 acts as a comparator stage that performs a high gain amplifica-

tion of the LVDS signals to convert them into full scale CMOS logic levels. The symmetry of

the circuit’s fully balanced design allows it to generate complementary phases of the CMOS

logic output.

Examining the low frequency, large signal behavior explains how the LVDS receiver

operates. The NMOS source coupled transistor pair (M1 and M2) converts the differential

input voltage into a current difference between the drain currents of M1 and M2. The bias

current of transistor M3, which is referred to as Itail, is steered between M1 and M2 as a

function of the differential input voltage. Once the differential input voltage becomes large
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enough, full current switching occurs and all of the Itail current flows through the transistor

with the greater gate voltage, while no current flows through the other transistor in the

differential pair. Full current switching occurs once the differential input voltage exceeds

|Vid| expressed in equation 3.1.

Vid =

√
2Itail

µnCox(W/L)
(3.1)

Where µn is the NMOS mobility, Cox the oxide capacitance per unit gate area, W and L

are the width and length respectively of M1 and M2. The Itail current is chosen to be large

enough to meet the speed requirement of the circuit. The aspect rations of M1 and M2 are

designed so that the LVDS input voltage is larger than Vid, causing full current switching

between M1 and M2.

The drain currents of M1 and M2 travel through the diode connected PMOS transistors

M6 and M7 and are current mirrored to the output transistors M12, M13, M16 and M17.

The NMOS transistors M12 and M16 implement the pull down network for the output nodes

Vo+ and Vo− respectively while the PMOS transistors M13 and M17 implement the pull-up

network for the output nodes Vo+ and Vo− respectively. The LVDS receiver behaves as

a class AB amplifier. When the differential input voltage is positive and larger than Vid,

the Vo+ output node is driven high and the pull-up network is fully conducting while the

pull-down network is cutoff. Conversely, when the Vo+ output node is driven low by a large

negative differential input, the pull-down network fully conducts while the pull-up network

is cutoff. This push pull action allows for rail to rail operation at the output nodes, reaching

0 V and Vdd. With zero differential input, both the pull-up and pull-down networks conduct

and both the Vo+ and Vo− output nodes are driven to an output common mode voltage.

The output common mode voltage is determined by the device sizing and Itail bias current,

and the LVDS receiver is designed to have a output common mode voltage near Vdd/2. While
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the precise value of the common mode voltage of the LVDS receiver will vary due to process

variation, the current mirrors establishes a common mode voltage that keeps the output

transistors M12, M13, M16, M17, biased in the active region of operation.

The PMOS transistors M4 and M5 form a crossed coupled pair which creates a large

voltage amplification of a small voltage difference between nodes 1 and 2. The crossed

coupled pair forms a positive feedback loop that acts like a bistable latch. Consider the case

where the gate voltage of M1 and M2 are kept the same, then the gate of M1 is increased to

be greater than the gate voltage of M2. The drain current of M1 increases, while the drain

current of M2 decreases, causing the voltage at node 1 to decrease and the voltage at node

2 to increase. Node 1 is also the gate voltage of M5, so as the node 1 voltage decreases,

the PMOS transistor M5 conducts more, causing the node 2 voltage to be pulled toward

Vdd. This causes the PMOS transistor M4’s overdrive voltage to decrease, reducing the

conductivity between Vdd and node 1, thus causing the voltage at node 1 to further reduce.

This regenerative loop realizes high voltage gains which allows the LVDS receiver’s output

voltages to resolve to CMOS logic levels for small, millivolt level differential input voltages.

The SST’s LVDS receiver was designed without hysteresis by sizing transistors M4,

M5, M6 and M7 to have the same size. However, hysteresis can be introduced to the design

by sizing the crossed coupled pair (M4 and M5) to have a larger aspect ratio than transistors

M6 and M7 [23]. Hysteresis can be useful for preventing the high frequency voltage noise in

the input from causing erroneous transitions in the output signal. However, the input to the

LVDS receiver has such a low voltage noise power that hysteresis in not necessary. Another

reason hysteresis was omitted was over the concern that hysteresis would add timing noise

to the SST causeing periodic variations in the clock period.

Performing a small signal analysis on the LVDS receiver is useful for insights on deter-

mining the limiting factors of its speed. The circuit poles are estimated by the method of

calculating the equivalent capacitance and resistance at each node. This analysis shows that
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the frequency response is typically dominated by nodes 1 and 2 in figure 3.1. In the LVDS

design, the transistors M4, M5, M6 and M7 are sized equally so that their transconductance

are the same. The equivalent resistance of the diode connected transistors M6 and M7 have

a small signal impedance of 1/gm6,7. The equivalent small signal resistance of the crossed

coupled transistor pair looking into nodes 1 and 2 are negative resistances of −1/gm4,5. Both

of these impedances appear in parallel with each other and cancel each other out. Therefore

the equivalent impedance seen at nodes 1 and 2 are given by equation:

Rnode1,2 = r01,2||r04,5||r06,7 (3.2)

Where the ro resistances are the corresponding transistor’s output resistance caused by

channel length modulation. The equivalent capacitance seen at these nodes are given by

equation:

Cnode1,2 = CDB1,2 + CDB4,5 + CDB6,7 + CGS4,5 + CGS6,7 + CGS10,14 + CGS13,17 (3.3)

Where the CDB capacitances are the drain bulk capacitances and CGS are the gate source

capacitances for their respective transistor. The transistors connected to nodes 1 and 2 are

sized to draw several milliamps of current, so their capacitances can get quite large. The

estimated time constants associated with these nodes are given by equation:

τnode1,2 =
1

Rnode1,2Cnode1,2
(3.4)

The relatively large capacitances and resistance appearing at nodes 1 and 2 makes these

nodes the dominant factor in limiting the high speed performance in most practical cases.

The output nodes Vo+ and Vo− also affect the overall speed of the LVDS receiver, but in

general, nodes 1 and 2 dominate the speed performance. The LVDS receiver drives a tapered
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clock driver so that the load capacitance seen at the Vo+ and Vo− nodes are equivalent to two

or three times the capacitance of a minimum sized inverter. With the clock drivers buffering

the LVDS receiver, the LVDS receiver’s output nodes have lower equivalent capacitance than

that seen on node 1 and 2.

In data communication systems, the LVDS receivers are typically designed a for rail

to rail input CM voltage range because the input signals’ CM may vary considerably before

reaching the receiver. To achieve the rail to rail operation, LVDS receivers include a pre-

amplifier stage with a pair of NMOS and PMOS input stages [22]. However, the SST’s LVDS

receiver does not need to have a CM input range that spans the entire power supply. The

SST’s CM input voltage is determined by the external oscillator and it is stable and well

defined; the specific oscillators used in the SST system boards have a CM output voltage

between 1.25 V and 1.3 V. Instead of the near 0 V to Vdd CM input range, the LVDS

receiver is designed to operate with a CM input range equal to the oscillator’s CM output

(plus a several hundred millivolt margin). Without the need for a full range input CM, the

preamplifier can be omitted to realize speed improvements and power saving.

Figure 3.2: SST LVDS receiver transient waveform simulation
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Figure 3.3: SST LVDS receiver eye diagram

The functionality of the LVDS receiver design was verified with the Cadence Virtuoso

simulation tool. The simulations include a model approximating the behavior of the trans-

mission line and IC packing connecting the off chip 1.0 GHz LVDS oscillator to the on-chip

LVDS receiver. A pair of 50Ω termination resistors is used to match the impedance. A

transient plot of the LVDS receiver’s input and output waveforms are shown in figure 3.2.

The input signal in the plot is a 1.0 GHz LVDS input signal with 375 mVpp amplitude and

a common mode input of 1.25 V. The simulated output confirms that the receiver achieves

rail to rail CMOS logic level outputs at gigahertz speeds.

Figure 3.3 presents the LVDS receiver’s eye-diagram of the differential input and output

waveforms. The input used to generate the eye-diagram is a pseudo-random binary sequence

(PRBS) with a rate of 2.0 gigabit per second and an amplitude of 375 mVpp. The rate of

2.0 gigabit per second is chosen because it results in an eye-diagram period corresponds to

the period of the 1.0 GHz LVDS oscillator signal. The eye-diagram shows a wide open eye

pattern for the output signal with no significant signs of inter-symbol interference (ISI). This

simulation indicates that the LVDS receiver does not significantly contribute to the timing
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jitter of the SST.

The LVDS receiver is fabricated in TSMC 0.25µm CMOS process and the layout is

shown in figure 3.4. The differential pair input NMOS transistors utilize an interdigitated

layout to mitigate the effects of process variation.

Figure 3.4: Layout of the LVDS receiver

3.2 Sample and Hold Cell

The SST’s sampling capability relies on an array of sample and hold cells. Each sample

and hold cell tracks the input signal, samples the voltage, and stores the voltage sample

until readout. A basic switch capacitor track and hold circuit is used in the SST design.

Figure 3.5a shows the block diagram of an ideal sample and hold cell. While the clock

phase φ1 is high the switch is closed and the input voltage appears across the sampling

capacitor Csh. When φ1 transitions to low, the switch opens and a voltage sample of the

input signal at the moment of the φ1 falling edge is preserved across the sampling capacitor.
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(a) Ideal sample and hold cell (b) CMOS sample and hold cell

Figure 3.5: Sample and hold cells

Practical implementations of the sampling switch suffer from several non-idealities,

including varying transmission resistance, parasitic capacitances, and charge injection. These

non-idealities limit the performance of the sampled and hold cell and are discussed in the

following. Three options to implementing the basic sampling switch include a NMOS switch,

a PMOS switch, or a CMOS transmission gate. The SST uses a CMOS transmission gate

implementation shown in figure 3.5b. The SST’s sampling cells implement 80 fF sample

capacitors using metal insulator metal (MIMs) capacitor. Both the NMOS and the PMOS

transistors in the SST’s sampling cells have the minimum gate length of 0.24 µm and they

both have a gate width of 2.52 µm.

There exist more elaborate sample and hold cell implementations than the basic circuits

shown in figure 3.5, but the more elaborate implementations have practical drawbacks that

make them them less suitable for the SST. The following section explains the reasons behind

choosing the basic, open loop sample and hold cell implementation. By including opamps

in a closed loop, negative feedback configuration, several parameters of the sample and hold

cell can be improved. One such example of a closed loop sample and hold circuit is shown in

figure 3.6. A major advantage of this configuration is that it uses negative feedback to create

a virtual ground node at the negative terminal of opamp A2. The virtual ground absorbs

the charge injection from switch S1 as it closes, thus neutralizing the majority of the charge

injection error and enhancing the circuit’s sampling accuracy [24],[25].
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Figure 3.6: Sample and hold circuit with enhanced accuracy with feedback 1

However, the closed loop configuration in figure 3.6 has significant drawbacks; using it

as the SST’s sample and hold cell would dramatically increase the overall power consumption,

and compromise the tracking bandwidth. The opamp circuit blocks in figure 3.6 must have

sufficient frequency compensation so that the closed loop system is stable, and so that it

achieves an adequate phase margin. The phase margin affects the output settling time,

and thus restricts the sampling rate and effects the sampling accuracy. Typically a phase

margin of at least 45◦ degrees or greater is needed for reasonable flatness in the closed loop

frequency response [26]. A smaller phase margin will result in large overshoots and under

damped oscillations in the output. For a phase margin of at least 45◦ degrees, the open

loop gain of circuit must exhibit a single pole roll-off for all frequencies above the unity gain

frequency. Circuits that have two amplifiers in the signal path, such as the one in figure 3.6,

generally have more than two poles present in its loop gain and require greater frequency

compensation. When greater frequency compensation is applied, less of the potential circuit

bandwidth is utilized, thus potentially limiting the overall operation speed.

Having large compensation capacitors in the circuit requires a large biasing current in

order to meet the slew rate requirement. The slew rate is a large signal parameter indicating

1Enhanced sample and hold circuit from reference [25].
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the largest rate of change in the output voltage (∂V
∂t

). When the input signal exceeds the

slew rate capability, the output will have errors due to nonlinear distortions. To prevent

slew rate limitation, the following criterion must be satisfied:

Ib
Ccc
≥ ω0 ∗ Amax (3.5)

Where Ib is the maximum current available from the opamp’s first stage, Ccc is the com-

pensation capacitor, Amax is the peak amplitude of the waveform, and the ω0 is the signal’s

operation frequency [24], [26]. From equation 3.5, for a given large signal amplitude and

frequency, the large compensation capacitances needed for close loop stability increases the

current required to prevent slew rate limitation. Therefore, satisfying the slew rate conditions

come at the cost of high power dissipation due to the large bias current.

An additional drawback to the closed loop configuration in figure 3.6 is that it sub-

stantially increases the circuit complex compared to the open loop sample and hold circuit

in figure 3.5b. The closed loop configuration in figure 3.6 requires several times as many

transistors and additional capacitors, which require much more die area per cell on the lay-

out. The compensation capacitors needed in the feedback configurations can range from

several hundred femtofarads to picofarads. These compensation capacitors have an equal or

greater capacitance value than the sampling capacitor, and would drastically increase the

layout area of each sample and hold cell. The open loop sample and hold cells have much

greater layout area efficiency. Since they are inherently stable, they do not need large die

area for compensation capacitors. The SST utilizes an array of 256 identical sample and

hold cells, so any savings in the layout area is multiplied by the number of array elements.

The simplicity of the basic sample and hold cell allows it to be laid out in a very compact

fashion, resulting in an SST array with high integration density.

As previously discussed, closed loop sample and hold cells such as in figure 3.6 improve
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accuracy at the cost of operation speed and power consumption. The opamps used in the

closed loop sample and hold cells substantially increase the power consumption since they

are arrayed 256 times. As a result, even a modest increase in power consumption in a single

sampling cell would result in significant increases in the SST’s overall power consumption.

An objective for the SST chip is a low power design; therefore, the open loop sample and

hold cell is preferable for the SST implementation.

The open loop configuration is a simple and robust circuit that can operate with low

power consumption at high speeds. The worst case power consumption of the open loop

sample and hold cell (shown in figure 3.5b) is calculated as the power dissipated when each

for sampling cycle charges the sample capacitor to the maximum input voltage; the maximum

power dissipation of the figure 3.5b circuit is given by equation:

Pworstcase =
Csamp ∗ Fsamp ∗ V 2

inmax

2
(3.6)

Using the SST specifications of a 1.6 V Vinmax, a Csamp of 80 fF, and a sample rate of 2.0

GSPS, the worst case power consumption is 0.205 mW for the entire array. This is far

lower than the several hundreds of milli-watts that would be required for an array of closed

loop sample and hold cells. The use of an open loop sampling cell configuration (shown

in figure 3.5b) means that it does not need frequency compensation and that translates to

greater tracking speed. An additional advantage to figure 3.5b is that its lower component

count results in a much more compact layout, saving a lot of layout area. While the open

loop sample and hold cell does suffer from lower accuracy compared to the close loop sample

and hold cell, the open loop sampling cell has been shown to achieve 10 to 11 bits of accuracy.

This level of accuracy is acceptable for the ARIANNA experiment. Considering these factors,

the open loop sample and hold cell is the more suitable circuit for the SST.

During the tracking operation of the circuit in figure 3.5b, the drain source voltages
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across the pass transistors are much smaller than VDS,sat, making the triode resistance equa-

tions a reliable first order approximation. The Ron resistances for the NMOS and PMOS

transistors are approximated by the triode resistance equation 3.7 and equation 3.8 respec-

tively.

RonN '
1

µnCox(
Wn

L
)(Vdd − Vin − V tn)

(3.7)

RonP '
1

µpCox(
Wp

L
)(Vin − |V tp|)

(3.8)

The CMOS transmission gate’s Ron resistance equals to the parallel connected resistances of

the NMOS and PMOS switch:

RonCMOS = RonP ||RonN (3.9)

The CMOS transmission gate was chosen because it allows for signals sampling on input

signals ranging from 0 V through Vdd. The NMOS switch approaches cutoff as the voltage

across the capacitor increases, and when VCsh = Vdd − Vthn, the gate source voltage equals

Vthn, the overdrive voltage equals 0 V, so the NMOS turns off. Therefore an NMOS sample

and hold cell cannot track voltages above Vdd − Vthn. Similarly a PMOS sample and hold

cell cannot track voltages below |Vthp|. Choosing a CMOS transmission gate overcomes the

voltage restrictions of either an NMOS switch or PMOS switch alone. However, the CMOS

transmission gate significantly increases the parasitic capacitance contribution of each cell.

Each sample and hold cell contributes capacitance to the analog bus line, which lowers the

SST’s bandwidth. This issue is discussed in further detail in the section on designing the

sample and hold array for high bandwidth (section 3.5).
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As shown in equations 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, the Ron resistances are functions of the input

voltage. For large signal operations where the input signal varies by more than several

hundreds of millivolts, the Ron resistance of the pass gates will also show large variations. A

simulation of the operating point Ron resistance versus the DC input voltage for the NMOS,

PMOS and CMOS pass gates are shown in figure 3.7. The resistance plots illustrate why

the CMOS switch is necessary for sampling voltages across the entire supply voltage range.

With the NMOS switch, the Ron resistance rapidly increases above 3 KΩ as the voltage

exceeds 1.0 V. The PMOS switch Ron resistance dramatically increases above 3.5 KΩ as the

voltage drops below 1.1 V. When the resistance significantly increases, so does the circuit’s

time constant and the circuit will lose the ability to track high frequency signals. The CMOS

switch’s Ron resistance does not exceed 2.8 KΩ for input voltages across the entire voltage

range; this keeps the CMOS switch conducting even for input voltages near 0 V or Vdd.

(a) NMOS pass transistor on resistance (b) PMOS pass transistor on resistance

(c) CMOS pass transistor on resistance

Figure 3.7: Pass transistor on resistance plots versus input voltage

While the CMOS switch prevents the Ron resistance from approaching a virtual open
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circuit, the resistance still varies as a function of the input voltage and this can be problem-

atic. This variation in resistance causes nonlinear distortions in the sampled signal, which

generally are not corrected for. This leads to harmonics spurs in the frequency domain and

has a detrimental effect on the accuracy of the sampled signals. This is discussed further

when examining the SST’s ENOB and dynamic performance (in section 5.6).

A discussion on the bandwidth of a single sample and hold cell (figure 3.5b) is presented

in the following paragraph. An analysis of how the overall array bandwidth is affected by

the individual sample and hold cells is presented later in section 3.5. The upper liming to

the overall SST -3dB frequency is given by the sample and hold cell’s bandwidth. Since the

input signal path goes through the sample and hold cell, the SST’s sampling array bandwidth

cannot exceed the cell’s -3dB frequency. The bandwidth of the sample and hold cell is given

by equation:

ω3dB =
1

(RonCMOS ∗ Csh)
(3.10)

Where RonCMOS is the CMOS switch’s on resistance from equation 3.9 and Csh is the sample

capacitance. A large bandwidth is required to prevent high speed features in the input signal

from being filtered out. This is accomplished by minimizing the Csh and RonCMOS but doing

so will compromise other aspects of the circuit. The following discussion demonstrates that

the analog bandwidth of the sample and hold cell trades off with signal accuracy and noise

performance.

Charge injection is a problem that introduces errors in sampling circuits. It occurs

when the sampling switch opens and charge from the inversion channel under the gate

is injected into the sampling capacitor, resulting in errors on the sampled voltage. As

the FET transistors transitions from conducting to cutoff, the charge that makes up the

inverted channel gets injected into the source and the drain. Approximately half of the
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charge gets injected into the sample capacitor, resulting in a change in the sampled voltage

[27]. The voltage error is a function of the fabrication process and the circuit parameters of

the sampling cells. The voltage error is given by the equation:

∆V =
WLCox ∗ (Vdd − Vin − Vth)

2 ∗ Csamp
(3.11)

The threshold voltage in equation 3.11 is modulated with Vin due to the body effect, causing

the charge injection error to be a nonlinear function of the input. This ultimately causes

nonlinear distorts in the sampled signal.

Based on equation 3.11, the design of the sample and hold cell can mitigate the effects

of charge injection by minimizing the transistor width and length, while maximizing the

sampling capacitor. However, these design choices also act to reduce the circuits’ bandwidth.

The passing transistor widths cannot be made arbitrarily small and the sampling capacitor

cannot be made arbitrarily large without severely degrading the bandwidth of the sample

and hold cell. The designer needs to carefully consider this trade off to ensure that both the

speed and accuracy specifications are met.

Another advantage of using the complementary pass switch (shown in figure 3.5b) is

that it can be designed to reduce the effects of charge injection compared to an NMOS only

switch [28]. The charge injection error caused by the NMOS’ channel is due to an injection of

electrons into the sample capacitor, causing the sampled voltage to have a negative voltage

step. On the other hand, the PMOS channel injects holes and causes a positive voltage step.

With a CMOS switch, the charge injections from the NMOS and the PMOS will counter act

each other, reducing the overall charge injection error. This technique does not completely

cancel the charge injection error across the entire input voltage range because the NMOS

and PMOS charge injections vary differently with the input voltage, but it can mitigate the

overall charge injection error.
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The sampled voltage taken by the sample and hold cell has a stochastically random

noise component caused by the thermal noise in the conducting channel of the sampling

transistor switches. The total noise power integrated across the entire frequency spectrum

is given by equation:

Powern,out =
kT

Csamp
(3.12)

Where k equals the Boltzmann constant (k=1.38e-23 J/K) and T is the temperature in

Kelvin. If the sampled voltage noise were measured, it will have an RMS value of:

Vn,RMS =

√
kT

Csamp
(3.13)

For a constant temperature, the RMS noise voltage is only a function of the sampling capac-

itor, and it is independent of the sampling switch resistance. It may appear counter intuitive

that the total RMS noise is not a function of the resistance, since the channel thermal noise

spectral density is proportional to the resistance and is given by:

V 2
n,therm

∆f
= 4kTR (3.14)

This is because the sampling cell’s low pass characteristic shapes the thermal noise spectrum

at the output, and any changes in the power spectral density due to changes in resistance

are counteracted by opposing changes in the circuit bandwidth.

The dominant noise source in the SST is the kT/C noise. While other circuit blocks

such as the analog readout/multiplexing circuit and the analog output driver contribute

noise to the SST output, these noise sources are at least an order of magnitude lower than

the kT/C noise component. From equation 3.13 it is clear that the sampling noise can be

reduced by maximizing the size of the sampling capacitor. However, increasing the size of the

sample capacitor increases the equivalent time constant of the sampling cell, degrading its
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bandwidth. The sample capacitor size must be calculatingly selected to achieve sufficiently

low noise, while meeting the bandwidth specification.

3.3 Analog Readout Circuitry (Multiplexer)

Once the SST stopped its sampling phase, each SST channel has a waveform record

that has been preserved as a series of voltages stored across the sample and hold cell array.

The sampled waveforms are recovered when the SST performs the readout operation. The

SST waveform readout relies on the analog readout circuitry to act as a voltage buffer and

to select a sample and hold cell from the array for readout. A schematic of the readout

circuitry is shown in figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8: Analog voltage buffer and readout multiplexer circuit schematic

The design of the analog readout circuit is based in part on a one dimensional, three

transistor (3T) CMOS active pixel sensor array (APS). The APS is widely used in modern
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digital cameras and has been proven to be low power and allows for a high degree of inte-

gration [29],[30]. Adapting the APS concept for the SST results in an efficient, low powered

sample selection scheme.

The readout circuit connects to the positive plates of each of the 256 sampling capac-

itors in each of the sample and hold cells, and multiplexes the sampled voltages. Based on

the Vreadout signals, one of the sampled voltages is driven on to the Vout,sel node. The Vout,sel

node acts as an analog bus line that connects the current source load (PMOS transistor Mcs)

to each of the selection transistors (Msel). The gate voltage of Mcs is biased to draw an Ibias

current of 100 µA with an external current mirror. The Msf PMOS transistors implements

a source follower that buffers the analog voltage samples saved on the sample and hold cells.

To perform the multiplexing operation, the PMOS selection transistors (Mseli) operate

as pass switches. When the gate voltage is high, the PMOS selection transistor is in cutoff

mode and the transistor has high impedance. This results in practically zero current flow

through the PMOS selection transistor, thus isolating the corresponding sample cell from

the output node. There is a small amount of leakage current flowing through the transistor

when it is in cutoff, but it is on the order of picoamps and has a negligible effect in the SST’s

analog readout. When the gate voltage of the PMOS selection transistors is set to a low

voltage, it conducts and allows the signal to pass to the output node.

The gate of each PMOS selection transistor is connected to a Vreadout control signal for

a total of 256 signals. These signals determine which sample voltage appears on the analog

output node. Only one of the 256 Vreadout signals is low at any given time; the remaining 255

control signals are kept high, thus selecting only one sample voltage for the output. These

Vreadout control signals are generated by a ‘low speed’ shift register that advances the read

pointer at a rate determined by an externally supplied readout clock. The circuit in figure 3.9

is an equivalent representation of the readout circuitry during the readout of a selected cell.

This circuit functions as a modified PMOS source follower. The PMOS selection transistor
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Mseln conducts in deep triode mode and can be approximated as a linear resistor. The on

resistance is approximately given by equation:

RSel '
1

µpCox(
Wp,sel
L

)(Vbiastee + Vsgsf − Vtp)
(3.15)

Where Wp,sel is the width of the PMOS select transistor, Vbiastee is the input bias voltage of

the input signal, Vsg is the source-gate voltage, and Vtp is the PMOS threshold voltage.

Figure 3.9: Circuit equivalent for analysis of the analog readout operation

Analyzing the circuit in figure 3.9 from a large signal perspective, the output voltage

at Vout,sel is a DC shifted version of the input. The Vout,sel follows the input signal with an

offset of Vsg,sf +Vds,sel where Vsg,sf is the source-gate voltage of Msf and Vds,sel is the voltage

across the source and drain of Msel. In practice, the output signal does not follow the input

exactly due to the channel length modulation and voltage threshold modulation through

body effect. Due to these effects, the source-gate voltage varies, so the output signal is not

a one to one replica of the input signal. The small signal model is used to account for these

effects and predict the circuit behavior under small signal conditions. The readout circuit’s
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voltage gain, calculated from the small signal analysis, is shown in the following:

Avreadout =
gmsf [(Rsel + ro,cs)||ro,sf ||1/(gmbsf )]

1 + gmsf [(Rsel + ro,cs)||ro, sf ||1/(gmbsf )]
∗ ro,cs
ro,cs +Rsel

(3.16)

Where gmsf is the transconductance of the transistor Msf , gmbsf is the body effect transcon-

ductance of transistor Msf , ro,sf is channel length modulation resistance of transistor Msf

and ro,cs is the channel length modulation resistance of transistor Mcs. The voltage gain

of the readout circuit is very similar to a typical source follower circuit but a significant

difference is that the readout contains the voltage divider term ro,cs/(Rsel + ro,cs). The read-

out circuit’s voltage gain will always be less than unity, so the recovered signal suffers from

attenuation. From equation 3.16, it is shown that increasing the impedances of ro3 and ro1

will help increase the voltage gain. If (Rsel + ro3)||ro1 approaches infinite resistance, then the

small signal gain approaches the maximum value of:

Av ' gmsf

gmsf + gmbsf
∗ ro,cs
ro,cs +Rsel

(3.17)

Equation 3.15 and equation 3.16 show that the nonzero on resistance of the selection

PMOS (Rsel) contributes to lowering the voltage gain. The width of the Msel PMOS transis-

tor should be made wide to minimize the on resistance, thus reducing the signal attenuating

effect of Rsel. A drawback to having a wide Msel PMOS is that it adds more capacitance

to the signal path, and slows down the readout rates. Incremental increases to the selection

PMOS transistors have a compounded effect since the analog bus is connected to all 256

Msel PMOS transistors and each PMOS contributes to the overall capacitance on the output

node Vout,sel. Fortunately, the readout rate for the SST data acquisition system is a modest

1.0 mega-samples per second. In general, the Msel PMOS can be made several micrometers

wide and still achieve the readout specifications without difficulty.
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Equation 3.15 and 3.16 also reveal that the voltage gain benefits from an increase in

ro3, the small signal output resistance of the current source load (PMOS Mcs). Consider

the case where resistance ro3 is increased to effectively be an open circuit. Then the ro3
Rsel+ro3

term in equation 3.15 and equation 3.16 approaches unity, so both equations simplify to the

voltage gain equation of a typical source follower circuit. The channel length modulation

parameter λ is inversely proportional to the gate length, and the transistor’s output resistance

is approximately given by:

ro ≈
1

λ ∗ Ibias
(3.18)

Therefore, ro3 can effectively be increased by lengthening the transistor gate length of

the current source load PMOS. The gate length of 1µm is used; that is four times longer than

the minimum gate length. Increasing the gate length of the current source load transistor

requires that the PMOS width also be increased by a commensurate amount to maintain

the same aspect ratio and hence preserve the same current bias. A drawback to having the

increased gate length is that it also increases the capacitance at the output node, slowing

down the readout speed. There is only a single PMOS current source load that is connected

to the analog output bus, so there is not a multiplicative increase in the capacitance as

opposed to the selection PMOS. The PMOS load transistor can be made fairly large before

being problematic.

An issue with the readout circuit is that the selection PMOS causes distortion to the

output signal. While modeling the conducting selection PMOS as a triode resistor is useful

for design insights, the resistance varies as a function of the input. Over a wide range of

input voltages, the selection PMOS transistor behaves as a nonlinear circuit element instead

of a linear resistor. This causes the voltage across the selection PMOS to vary based on the

input voltage despite a relatively constant Ibias current flowing through it. Referring back
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to the circuit in figure 3.9 and recalling that the large signal analysis of the readout circuit

gave output voltage relation as:

Vout,sel = Vin + Vsg,sf + Vds,sel (3.19)

The drain source voltage of the selection PMOS using the deep triode approximation is given

by equation:

Vds,sel '
Ibias

k′(W
L

)(Vin + Vsg,sf − |Vtp|)
(3.20)

If the body effect and channel length modulation effects are ignored, Vtp and Vsg,sf can

remain constant, but Vds,sel still varies with the input voltage. Since the Vout,sel signal equals

Vin plus a non-constant offset, this is equivalent to a nonlinear distortion in the output.

This distortion effect can be mitigated by reducing the range of variation of the Vds,sel

voltage. For a given input voltage range, increasing the aspect ratio of the selection PMOS

transistor reduces the amount of variation in the Vds,sel voltage and therefore reduces the

overall nonlinear distortion caused by the Msel transistor’s nonlinear resistance.

The analog multiplexing circuitry uses PMOS transistors so that its input voltage

range is compatible with the ARIANNA signal voltage range. The ARIANNA input signals

range from 0 V to 1.6 V. If NMOS transistors were used instead of PMOS, the analog

multiplexing circuit would have an absolute minimum input voltage of the NMOS threshold

voltage Vthn. Since any input voltages below Vthn will cutoff the NMOS transistor, the circuit

will not operate. In practice an NMOS analog multiplexer will have a minimum input voltage

significantly higher than Vthn because the input voltage needs to be high enough to also keep

the current source in the active region of operation.

In order to satisfy the 0 V to 1.6 V input voltage range requirement, the SST analog
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multiplexer uses the PMOS transistor implementation seen in figure 3.8. With this imple-

mentation, the SST will function properly for inputs near the lower rail of 0 V since all

transistors can still be maintained in the saturation region of operation. The upper limit

for the input voltage for the PMOS multiplexer is calculated using the deep triode approx-

imation for the voltage drop across the conducting selection transistor, and is given by:

Vin,max = Vbias + |Vthp| − Vsd,sel − Vsg,sf (3.21)

Where Vbias is the gate bias voltage of current source PMOS Mcs, and Vsg,sf is the source

gate voltage of the Msf PMOS. Vsg,sf is given by the equation:

Vsg,sf =

√
2Ibias

(K ′
Wsf

Lsf
) + |Vthp|

(3.22)

The SST will be able to properly readout recorded input voltages that range between 0 V and

Vin,max. If the SST input signal exceeds Vin,max, the Mcs transistor will drop out of saturation

and the readout circuit will experience a dramatic drop in voltage gain. This translates to

nonlinear distortion in the form of signal compression in the SST analog readout.

If the width of Msel is sized sufficiently wide, and the input voltage Vin is near Vin,max,

the Vsd,sel is relatively small so Vin,max is approximately given by equation:

Vin,max ' Vbias − Vsg,sf + |Vthp| (3.23)

The Vin,max voltage is directly influenced by the gate bias voltage of the PMOS current source

load, Vbias. Vbias is given by the equation:

Vbias = Vdd −
√

2Ibias

K ′(Wcs

Lcs
)
− |Vthp| (3.24)
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While a low Ibias current results in a wide input voltage range, it cannot be made arbitrarily

small because the current must be high enough to meet slew rate specifications, noise per-

formances, and transconductance requirements. For a given Ibias current, the Vbias is raised

by having a wide gate width for the Mcs current source PMOS. Similarly, widening the Msf

PMOS will also improve Vin,max.

In the case of the SST, the analog output voltage is restricted by the output range of the

analog multiplexing stage. The SST’s analog output pin driver circuitry is a source follower

stage with less than unity voltage gain so the voltage range of the analog multiplexing circuit

dictates the upper limit of the SST output voltage range. The output voltage range of the

analog multiplexing circuit is given by the following equation:

VoRange
= Vosel,Max

− Vosel,Min
(3.25)

= Vdd − |Vtp| −
√

2Id

K ′
(
W
L

)
cs

−
√

2Id

K ′
(
W
L

)
sf

− 1

K ′
(
W
L

)
sel

√
2Id

K′
(

W
L

)
sf

(3.26)

From equation 3.26, it is shown that the transistor aspect rations and the bias currents have

an impact on the output voltage range. However, the output voltage range is primarily

reliant on two important parameters that a circuit designer typically has no control over;

the power supply voltage Vdd, and the threshold voltage Vth. Both of these parameters are

determined by the fabrication technology and they limit the overall SST operational voltage

range.

The amount of power supply noise that is coupled to the output signal is an impor-

tant aspect of the readout circuit’s analog performance. The following analysis reveals how

susceptible the analog readout circuit is to power supply noise. The presence of digital com-

ponents in an integrated circuit can potentially cause switching noise to appear on to the

power supply lines. That power supply noise can manifest itself in the analog circuitry and

degrade the noise performance of the analog output. The signal gain from the Vdd node to
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Figure 3.10: Simplified readout circuit for analyzing the power supply noise transfer function

the analog output node is used to study how the power supply noise corrupts the readout

output. The biasing circuitry for the readout circuit needs to be considered for this calcula-

tion. The biasing current is set by an external resistor Rcs,bias, and that current is mirrored

to the Mcs PMOS transistor. The simplified circuit used to calculate the gain from Vdd to

the output is shown in figure 3.10. The low frequency voltage gain from the Vdd node to the

output given by the following equation:

∆V o

∆Vdd
≈
gmcs,mirror(

1
gmsel

)

gmcsRcs,bias + 1
(3.27)

The PMOS Mcs,mirror and PMOS Mcs are sized equally to give the current mirror a unity

current gain. Since both transistors have the same aspect rations and bias current, gmcs,mirror

and gmcs share the same value. In general, gmcsRcs,bias is several times greater than 1 so

the Vdd to output voltage gain can be simplified to:

∆vo
∆vdd

≈ 1

gmselRcs,bias

(3.28)

In general, practical component sizes and typical biases values call for an Rcs,bias bias

resistor on the order of several kΩ. Since the the Msel PMOS transistor operates in the
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deep triode region, it has a low transconductance, which worsens the power supply noise

rejection. According to the circuit simulation, the readout circuit has a vdd/vo small signal

gain of 0.2V/V. This corresponds to a power supply rejection ratio of -14 dB. This reveals the

potentially serious drawback that large noise components on the power supply may not be

sufficiently attenuated on the output node. To prevent digital switching noise from coupling

to the analog circuitry, the digital power supply is isolated from the analog power supply in

the layout. It is cautioned that noise coupling from Vdd was witnessed in a few situations

during testing when voltage spikes in the power supply appeared on the SST’s analog output

node.

The presence of voltage fixed pattern noise (FPN) is another issue that arises from the

readout circuit. The voltage FPN refers to the phenomenon where the analog readout has

random offset voltages that add a noise component to the SST output. The cause of the

voltage FPN is primarily due to the threshold variation of each of the Msf PMOS and Msel

PMOS transistors due to process variation [31]. Although offset voltage vary randomly, they

are fixed for each cell position. Therefore the voltage FPN can be measured and compensated

for during the waveform readout process. The voltage FPN characteristics and its mitigation

through calibration are covered in more detail in chapter 5.

3.4 High Speed Comparator

To implement sensitive and precise triggering capabilities, the SST relies on high speed

comparators to discern when the input signal exceeds a programed threshold value. The SST

has two separate threshold voltages per channel; a high threshold and a low threshold. A

high signal pulse is outputted by the high speed comparators to indicate if the input signal

ever reached above the high threshold voltage or if it fell below the low threshold voltage.

The target performance specification for the high speed comparator is that its outputs resolve
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(a) Positive trigger example (b) Negative trigger example

Figure 3.11: Example of inputs for comparator triggering

to full logic levels with an input of a narrow Gaussian pulse. This pulse has a minimum full

width half max (FWHM) duration of 500 ps and a minimum voltage difference (difference

between the input and threshold voltage) of 15 mV. The plots in figure 3.11 illustrate the

signals with the minimal pulse duration and minimal amplitude that the comparators must

reliably detect. These specifications were determined based off of neutrino signal templates

developed by the physicists performing the ARIANNA experiment.

The ARIANNA experiment requires continuous time monitoring for threshold cross-

ings. Therefore the comparators need to operate asynchronously and cause a trigger anytime

the input signal exceeds the threshold, regardless of the phase of any reference clock. There

are two prevailing styles of comparators for use in high speed applications: an open loop com-

parator and a latch comparator. The open loop comparator is used to implement the SST’s

asynchronous comparator because it is more suitable for implementing the uninterrupted

monitoring for threshold crossings.

The latch comparator (also referred to as the regenerative comparator) is widely used

in high speed applications and is capable of high voltage gains, fast speed operation, and
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low power consumption [32][33]. However, the latched comparators generally require dual

clock phase operation, so there are intervals where the latched comparator cannot register

threshold crossings. A basic implementation of a CMOS latch, decision circuit is presented

in figure 3.12.

The circuit in figure 3.12 requires two clock phases to operate. During the low clock

phase, the circuit is in the sampling phase where the PMOS transistors S1 and S2 are on,

passing input voltages Vin1 and Vin2 to nodes X and Y respectively. In this phase, the NMOS

transistor M5 is in cutoff, disabling the latching transistors M1 through M4. The output of

the comparator is unavailable during this time. When the clock phase switches from low to

high, the comparator enters the evaluation phase. In this phase, the transistor M5 conducts

in triode operation, allowing current to flow through the cross coupled transistor pairs M1-M2

and M3-M4. This enables a positive feedback loop where a small voltage differences between

the X and Y node are amplified until the circuit latches up. Once the circuit settles, the

output is available on nodes X and Y; the node with the higher voltage at the ‘low-to-high’

clock transition will be logic level high, while the other will be logic level low.

The latched comparator operates as a discrete time comparator, where the circuit

makes the voltage comparison based on what the inputs are at the instant of the rising

clock edge. This is effectively equivalent to performing comparator voltage discrimination

on samples of the comparator inputs at a rate equal to the comparator clock rate. The

output of the latch comparator is only valid for discrete time instances, and any changes

between the sampled instances are not represented in the output of the latched comparator.

Therefore, if a neutrino signal crosses the threshold voltage for an instant in between the

comparator clock edges, then the SST would fail to trigger and the event would be lost.

If the input signal frequency spectrum were limited and well defined, and if the clock

frequency of the latched comparator was sufficiently high, then it would be conceivable that

the latched comparator can catch all threshold crossings. However, operating the latched
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Figure 3.12: CMOS latch decision stage schematic for high speed comparators.2

comparator with a 1.0 GHz clock (assuming the nominal SST sampling rate of 2.0 GHz) will

not make the voltage comparisons frequent enough to trigger on all pulses with a FWHM

of 500 ps. A possible solution would be to synthesize a faster clock signal from the LVDS

receiver clock using a clock multiplier circuit. Yet, doing so would significantly complicate

the design. In addition to the added challenge of designing a high frequency clock multiplier

circuit, the load on the LVDS receiver would increase and a clock distribution system would

be needed for the new high speed clock to the latched comparators.

The SST implements the much simpler solution of using open loop comparators instead

of the latched comparators. With the open loop comparator, there is no clocking required,

and both the input threshold crossing and comparator output are continuous time operations.

Therefore, the open loop comparator makes threshold discriminations without any periods

of interruption. The open loop comparator used in the SST is shown in figure 3.13.

2This CMOS comparator latch is presented in reference [32].
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Figure 3.13: SST Open loop comparator schematic

The open loop comparator is essentially a high speed, high gain amplifier connected in

open loop. The principal behind this circuit is that it amplifies the input with sufficient gain,

so that the output voltage saturates to the supply rails. If the voltage at the positive input

terminal were higher than the voltage at the negative terminal, the SST comparator amplifies

the positive voltage difference, which causes the output voltage to reach Vdd. Similarly, if the

positive input terminal has a lower voltage at the negative terminal, then the input voltage

difference is negative and the comparator output voltage is driven to 0 V.

To achieve the speed and sensitivity goals illustrated in figure 3.11, it is necessary that

the SST comparator has a high bandwidth while achieving the required gain. As shown in

figure 3.13, each comparator circuit block consists of a series of five high speed, differential

pair gain stages followed by a differential to single-ended conversion stage. The cascade of

the high speed gain stages is a design technique that allows for extending the bandwidth

at the expense of power consumption and layout area. The resistive load differential pair

is an excellent candidate for the high speed gain stages for several reasons. It is one of

the most basic amplifier configurations that operate with differential inputs, a characteristic

that is required for a two input terminal comparator. Differential pair gain stages can be

directly cascaded together without the need for capacitive interconnects to bias the circuit.
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For differential signal operation, the resistive loaded differential pair behaves as a single pole

stage, generally resulting in high speed operation.

The following method is used to calculate the minimum comparator gain required. The

gain of the comparator determines the smallest input signals that the comparator can resolve

to a full scale logic output; this is referred to as the comparator resolution. The minimum

voltage gain is given by equation:

Avmin =
Vdd
Vinmin

(3.29)

Calculating the minimum comparator gain for the 2.5 V supply voltage and the 15 mV

resolution from the ARIANNA specification, the comparator must achieve a voltage gain

greater than 167 V/V. In practice, the comparator’s low frequency gain is designed for a

500 V/V to ensure that it’s output reaches the maximum/minimum voltages for all valid

inputs, and to build in safety margins into the circuit.

The speed versus gain trade off is an important aspect of the differential pair design,

and it is analyzed in the following section. Each of the high speed gain stages has a small

signal voltage gain given by the equation:

a0 = gm ∗Rload (3.30)

Where Rload is the load resistor value and gm is the transconductance of the source coupled

pair transistor. The single pole of each stage determines the stage’s bandwidth and is given

by:

ω0 =
1

Ctot ∗Rload

(3.31)

Where Ctot is the total capacitance seen at the output of the gain stage given by the drain
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capacitance of the MOS, the resistor’s parasitic capacitance and next stage’s load capaci-

tance, which is the gate capacitance of the subsequent differential pair stage. Multiplying

the gain and the bandwidth terms together results in the gain bandwidth product (GBW)

given by equation:

GBW =
gm

Ctot
. (3.32)

The gm of the a the differential pair is given by the equation:

gm =

√
K ′
(
W

L

)
Itail (3.33)

The GBW can be increased at the cost of power dissipation by driving a larger tail current

to an extent, but it is important to note that there is an upper limit to this for a given fabri-

cation technology. For a fixed power dissipation, the constant GBW reveals the proportional

trade off between the voltage gain and the bandwidth. Increasing the resistor load effec-

tively increases the gain of the stage while also increasing its time constant and reducing its

bandwidth. Using the 0.25 µm fabrication technology, it is apparent that no practical single

stage differential pair can meet the bandwidth design objective while achieving a sufficiently

large voltage gain. An adequately high bandwidth can be achieved using a smaller resistor

value for a small time constant, but this will result in a gain far too low to operate as a

comparator. Conversely, a large resistive load would increase the low frequency gain, but it

will not satisfy the speed requirement.

The SST comparator employs a cascade of gain stages as a circuit solution for achieving

both the gain and high bandwidth requirements. Cascading a series of high speed, low gain

stages is a technique that extends the gain and bandwidth well beyond what a single gain

stage achieve. For a cascade of N gain stages, where each stage has voltage gain of a0 (from

equation 3.30) and a bandwidth of ω0 (from equation 3.31), the total gain and bandwidth
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are given by equations:

Avtot = aN0 (3.34)

ω3dbtot = ω0

√
N
√

2− 1. (3.35)

For cascaded stages of N > 2, the circuit bandwidth can be approximated by equation:

ω3dbtot ≈ ω0
0.9√
N

(3.36)

Cascading multiple low gain single stage (each with a gain of a0) allows for a sufficient

overall gain in the comparator. By lowering a0 through reducing the Rload resistance, each

stage’s bandwidth (ω0) is increased. From equation 3.35 and equation 3.36, it is shown

that increasing the number of cascaded stages will (at some point) lower the comparator

bandwidth; however, there is a range of N where the increase in ω0 is more pronounced,

resulting in an overall increase in bandwidth. Using equations 3.30 - 3.36, the effect of

cascading stages on the bandwidth (for a fixed overall gain) is illustrated in figure 3.14; in

this plot, the overall voltage gain is fixed at 500 V/V, and the circuit bandwidth is plotted

for different number of stages.

The most dramatic improvement in bandwidth comes from the first few increases in the

number of cascaded stages. As illustrated in graph 3.14, there is a diminishing return with N

so the bandwidth improvements beyond six stages is modest. An important factor to consider

is that the power consumption and layout area practically increases proportionally with N,

resulting in a power and area versus bandwidth trade off. The comparator is designed with

five stages since it achieves a sufficiently high speed operation and the marginal performance

improvements for more stages are not worth the additional power and area costs. With five
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Figure 3.14: Comparator bandwidth vs. number of stages (for a fixed Av=500V/V)

gain stages, each stage only needs to contribute a voltage gain of 3.47 V/V to meet the

overall gain specification.

From the comparator schematic in figure 3.13, the initial gain stage is implemented

with a PMOS differential pair. This was done to accommodate for the ARIANNA input

voltage range and allow the comparators to operate for inputs that are a couple of hundred

millivolts above the ground voltage. The NMOS differential pair stages would not work for

these low voltages because the NMOS gate-source voltages would drop below the NMOS

threshold voltage and the transistors would cutoff.

The NMOS differential pairs were preferred for the four subsequent gain stages after

the initial PMOS gain stage because NMOS stages allow for higher frequency operation.

For the TSMC 0.25 µm fabrication process, the NMOS transistor’s process transconduc-

tance parameter, denoted by Kn’, is over four times greater than the PMOS parameter Kp’.

Therefore, under the same bias currents and resistive loads, the PMOS differential pairs

must be at least four times wider than the NMOS circuit to achieve an equivalent gain.
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The greater transistor sizes hamper the circuit’s speed because they are accompanied by

considerably larger parasitic capacitances.

When cascading the comparator gain stages, it is necessary to design each gain stages

so that their common voltages are compatible with its adjacent stages. The output common

mode voltage of one stage must be within the input common mode range of the next stage

it connects to. If this condition is not met, then the subsequent stages will be driven out

of saturation, and enter into the triode region or even cutoff. If any of the FETs are driven

into cutoff, then the comparator will cease to function. If the FETs enter the triode region,

then the overall comparator gain will suffer. Both cases would severely compromise the

functionality of the comparator and are to be avoided.

The most critical cascaded junction in the comparator is the connection between the

PMOS stage and the NMOS stage. The output voltage of a single side of the PMOS stage

output terminal (referring to the Vo+ and Vo− nodes of the PMOS stage) ranges between

0V and Ibiasp ∗Rloadp volts; its common mode output voltage is given by equation:

VCMout PMOS = Ibiasp ∗Rloadp/2 (3.37)

The input common mode voltage for the NMOS stage must be between the maximum com-

mon mode voltage given by equation:

VCMin,max NMOS = Vdd − Ibiasn ∗Rloadn/2 + Vtn (3.38)

The minimum common mode voltage given by:

VCMin,min NMOS = VbiasN + Vgs,4 − Vtn (3.39)

Unless there is a concerted effort to make the common mode voltages of the NMOS and
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PMOS gain stages compatible, there is a high likelihood that the PMOS common mode

output falls below the NMOS input common mode range, causing the performance problems

previously mentioned. In the realized design, the PMOS stage’s output common mode

voltage is designed to be near the center of the NMOS stage’s input common mode range

to build in a wide margin for error. Errors in the absolute values of resistances and bias

currents are expected because there are inevitable variances in the fabrication process. With

margins for common mode voltage errors designed into the comparator, the circuit can

tolerate moderate voltage deviations due to process variations. The PMOS stage’s output

common mode voltage was designed by selecting a large enough resistive load and tail bias

current to raise the PMOS common mode output voltage to the desired level.

The comparator gain stages use P+ poly resistors without silicide to implement the

resistive loads seen in figure 3.13. The gain stage design calls for 3.75 KΩ resistors for the

PMOS stage and 3.25 KΩ for the NMOS stage. P+ poly layers have a suitable sheet resis-

tance, allowing for reasonable resistor lengths for the realization of the required resistances.

The P+ poly resistors have several characteristics that make them an attractive option for

the resistor implementation. Their resistance value remains relatively constant regardless of

the voltage across it. The device matching among polysilicon resistors are fairly good, with

typical matching accuracy of around 0.5% [34]. Importantly, the parasitic capacitance of P+

poly resistors is low.

Designs of the gain stage using diode connected active loads were also considered, but

after comparing their performance with the resistor load designs, the latter was chosen.

Higher operation speed was the primary factor for using the resistive loads. To implement

a diode connected load with a small signal resistance equivalent the poly resistors, the re-

quire FETS must be several micrometers in width. These wide diode connected transistors

add considerable parasitic capacitances to the output node. Not only are there additional

source/drain diffusion capacitances from the diode connected loads, but there are also gate-
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source capacitances as well, due to the gate to drain coupling from the diode connected

configuration. The P+ poly resistive loads offer a better high speed performance because

they contribute less parasitic capacitance to the output node.

The final stage of the high speed comparator converts the differential signal from the

prior high speed stages to a rail to rail, single ended output. The design of this stage is based

off of an amplifier with a push-pull output. Referring back to the schematic in figure 3.13,

the current through the differential pair transistors M7 and M8 are current mirrored to the

output transistors M13 and M15 respectively. By the time the signals reaches the differential

to single-ended stage, it has been amplified to be large enough to cause complete current

switching between M7 and M8. Due to the current mirroring action, one of the output

transistors (either M13 or M15) sources/sinks current while the other one shuts off. This

creates the push-pull behavior that drives the capacitive load at the output node to the

supply rails.

The speed of the differential to single-ended stage is essentially determined by its slew

rate as opposed to the small signal -3dB frequency. This stage experiences wide voltage

swings and current switching, which are large signal behaviors, and this is the reason using

the -3dB frequency, derived from the small signal circuit model, is a poor indication of the

speed performance. A better indication of its speed is its slew rate. The slew rate is a large

signal parameter that specifies the output voltages’ maximum rate of change, and it is given

by Imax/Cload; where Imax is the maximum available current at the output node and the

Cload is the total load capacitance. As the comparator output voltage transitions between

high and low, this stage spends most of the transition time slewing. This is especially true

if the load capacitance is large. A large load capacitance reduces output slew rate and thus

increases the amount of time needed to charge or discharge the load. To reduce the effect of

large loads, a pair of inverter buffers is used to drive large capacitances and present a smaller

load at the comparator output.
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It is worth noting that the circuit has no need for any type of phase compensation since

it is used in an open loop fashion. Phase compensation is used to ensure the circuits’ stability

when used in negative feedback, but it is not needed in an open loop operation. If phase

compensation were included, it will only serve to reduce the bandwidth and limit the speed

without any benefit for the open loop operation. The possibility of using a high number

of gain stages in the open loop comparator exists because it is unrestrained by a phase

requirement. Most common amplifiers designs include no more than two or three stages

because they are designed for use in negative feedback. Each stage contributes additional

phase shift and an amplifier with more than three stages would likely have reached a phase

shift of 180◦ degrees at lower frequencies. That would be a major problem if the circuit were

to be used in negative feedback since it would require the introduction of a low frequency

dominant pole to ensure stability. This would greatly limit the circuit speed. However, the

SST comparators are used in an open circuit manner so the phase response is irrelevant and

a large number of stages are not prohibited.

A problem with the comparators is that they experience input offset voltages, which are

non-idealities where a zero differential input produces a non-zero output voltage. The input

offsets voltage can be modeled as random shifts in the triggering threshold voltage. Random

variations during the fabrication process result in mismatches among the devices and causes

the input offsets. Resistor mismatch, transistor aspect ratio mismatch, and threshold voltage

mismatches are the factors that determine the offset voltage for each of the high speed gain

stages [26]. The offset voltage is reasonably approximated by the equation:

Vos = ∆vth +
vov
2

[
−∆Rload

Rload
− ∆(W/L)

(W/L)

]
(3.40)

Where Rload and (W/L) are the mean load resistance and aspect ratio respectively. The

∆Vth, ∆Rload and ∆(W/L) denote the mismatch between the threshold voltages, resistor

values and transistor aspect rations. While the component mismatch is dependent on the
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process, designing the circuit for low overdrive voltage, choosing larger resistor values, and

using larger aspect ratios will help to reduce the offset voltages. Without any additional

circuit techniques to address them, the offset voltages are inevitable and typically range

around several tens of millivolts. In practice, the comparators are manually offset with DAC

generated voltages to calibrate out the offset errors and get a precise control of the event

triggering.

The layout of the circuit can have a dramatic effect on its circuit performance, so it is

important that good layout practices are employed, especially for high performance analog

circuits. The layout of the high speed comparator is shown in figure 3.15. A common centroid

layout pattern is used in the high speed comparator. Both the source coupled transistor pairs

and the resistors were laid out with common centroids. If a process gradient were present

in the fabrication, then a common centroid design would distribute the device variations

evenly, lessening the impact of the process variation [23]. A common centroid layout is one

where the components are arranged around a device center, and the arrangement pattern

mirrors itself along every axis of symmetry. For example, the resistors in the PMOS high

gain stages have a one dimensional common centroid pattern of ABBA|ABBA.

Figure 3.15: High speed comparator layout

Dummy components are also added for the purpose of improving component matching.

The devices at the outer edges of the layout may experience component differences due to
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the edge devices having different diffusion profiles compared to the inner devices [23]. The

dummy components are added to the edges so that all of the active elements used in the

circuit are in the interior of the layout. These dummy components are tied off to ground

(or Vdd) and do not affect the circuit electrically; their only purpose is to eliminate the

fabrication edge effects from the device layout.

Guard rings are added throughout the comparator to isolate it from noise coupled

through the substrate. Sensitive analog component can be disrupted by digital components,

which cause switching noise. The comparators are susceptible to noise due to its sensitive

analog nature. The comparators also generate noise since their digital outputs create large

switching currents and voltages that can disrupt other components. To mitigate noise cou-

pling through the substrate, guard rings are placed around the NMOS, PMOS, and resistors.

The guard rings around the various transistors and resistors are visible in the layout shown

in figure 3.15. The guard rings are implemented by surrounding the components with a

diffusion layer that is tied to either ground or Vdd.

3.5 Designing for High Acquisition Bandwidth

A design goal of the SST is to achieve an analog -3dB bandwidth that exceeds 1.0

GHz to prevent the attenuation of the high frequency components in the sampled signal.

An analog bandwidth that is greater than 1.0 GHz extends the SST’s recordable frequency

range to the entire Nyquist frequency band (assuming a 2.0 GHz sampling rate). Section 3.2

broached the topic of bandwidth and established that the bandwidth is effected by the design

of the sample and hold cell. While the bandwidth of the SST relies in part on the individual

sample and hold cell (equation 3.10), determining the overall bandwidth of the arrayed cells

is more complicated. To adequately estimate the overall SST analog bandwidth, the design

must take into account various parasitic element effecting the circuit. The following section
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Figure 3.16: Diagram of an N-element sampling array

discusses how the sample and hold array’s component parameters and parasitic elements

were modeled, and how the model is used to derive an optimized bandwidth solution.

The signal source being sampled is connected to the SST chip through an input pin

from the integrated circuit (IC) packaging. Each channel on the SST consists of an array

of 256 sample and hold cells connected to an analog bus line as shown in a simplified dia-

gram in figure 3.16. The various packaging elements, interconnects, and metal lines in the

signal path between the sampling cell and the signal’s source, influences the SST’s frequency

performance.

Suppose that the bandwidth of the sample and hold array is given by the RC time

constant of a single sampling cell (equation 3.10), then the array’s analog bandwidth can

be made arbitrarily high simply by widening the switch transistor widths to reduce the

Ron resistance as shown in the equations 3.7 through 3.9. However, in practice this has

not been the case. When the switching transistors exceeded several tens of micrometers in

width, the realized bandwidth of the sample cell array falls far below the prediction given

by the single cell RC time constant. The sample cell bandwidth equation (equation 3.10)

is a poor indicator of the bandwidth of the entire array because it does not in factor a
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number of significant parasitic resistances and capacitances, which significantly influence the

bandwidth performance. As the switch transistors increase in size, so do their source/drain

diffusion areas and perimeter length, causing unintended increases in the associated parasitic

capacitances. To a first order approximation, the capacitances of the switch transistors are

given by the following equations:

CDBPMOS
(Wp) ≈ WpEp + 2(Wp + Ep)Cjswp (3.41)

CDBNMOS
(Wn) ≈ WnEn + 2(Wn + En)Cjswn (3.42)

WhereWp andWn are NMOS and PMOS transistor widths respectively, Ep is the source/drain

diffusion width defined by the process, Cjp is the process capacitance per area, and Cjswp

is the sidewall capacitance due to the perimeter [26]. Equations 3.41 and 3.43 clearly show

that increasing the switch transistor widths increases their capacitance.

The circuit model in figure 3.17 is used to analyze the bandwidth of the SST’s sample

and hold cell array. This model factors in the significant parasitic components which lie in

the signal path. While each individual parasitic element may have a minor effect, the overall

impact of hundreds of these elements in the array can be severe. Figure 3.17 represents the

scenario with the worst frequency response, where the Nth sampling cell is sampling and

the remaining N-1 sampling cells are open circuited; N being the number of sampling cells

in the array. When the Nth sample cell is tracking, it encounters the resistance from the

entire analog bus and contains the most capacitances in its signal path. The bandwidth of

the array is designed by maximizing the worst case bandwidth using the model in figure 3.17

since this represents the factor limiting the bandwidth of the sampling and hold cell array.

The values of the elements in the figure 3.17 model are calculated with their first order
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Figure 3.17: The circuit model for the array while the Nth sampling cell is in its sampling
phase.

approximations. While more precise expressions are available, the first order equations

are reasonably predictive of the component values without being so complicated that design

insights are obscured. The analog bus that delivers the input signal across the entire sampling

array exceeds a thousand micrometers. Such a length of metal line has a large enough

resistance to have an impact on high speed performance. The equivalent parasitic resistance

across the entire analog bus is given by:

Rwire =
Lwire
Wwire

ρ (3.43)

Where Lwire is the wire length, Wwire is the wire width, and ρ is the sheet resistance of

the wire material. The distributed resistance of the wire implementing the analog bus is

approximated with lumped resistances between each sampling cell capacitors and has a

value of Rwire/N .

The Ron is the resistance across the CMOS sampling switch in the tracking phase,

and it is given by the equations 3.7 - 3.9. In general, Ron is by far the largest single

resistance in figure 3.17, and it typically ranging between several hundred ohms to several

kilo-ohms. Reasonably, much of the effort to maximize the bandwidth is through reducing the

Ron resistance. While this can be accomplished by widening the CMOS switch transistors,
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increasing the width also increases the parasitic capacitances of all N sampling cells connected

to the analog bus, which opposes bandwidth gains from lowering Ron resistance.

The Cd/s capacitors represent the source/drain capacitances of the sample and hold

cell while in the hold state. Cd/s is given by the equation:

Cds = CDBnmos + CDBpmos (3.44)

The CDBnmos and CDBpmos are the capacitances given in equation 3.41 and 3.43. Cpin, Rbond,

and Cpad are the input pin capacitance, resistance through the bond wire, and the capacitance

of the input pad respectively. These elements were included to account for the effects of the

IC packaging and the connections to the SST. The values of Cpin, Rbond and Cpad are based

on the type of IC packaging and the fabrication process, and a circuit designer may not

have control over these parameters. The Vsig and Rsig components make up the Thevenin

equivalent of the off chip amplifier.

The zero value time constants analysis [26],[35] is applied to the circuit in figure 3.17 to

estimate each capacitor’s contributions to the -3dB cutoff frequency. In this cutoff frequency

estimation technique, each capacitor is associated with a driving point resistance. The

driving point resistance is found by selecting a capacitor, replacing all other capacitors with

an open circuit, and calculating the equivalent resistance seen across the selected capacitor.

The driving point resistance is calculated for all the capacitor in the circuit. A time constant

τ is associated with each capacitor and is given by the product of the capacitance and its

driving point resistance. The -3dB frequency is estimated by the equation:

ω3dB =
1∑n
i τi

(3.45)

The denominator in equation 3.45 is the sum of all of time constants. The zero value

time constant analysis may be an imprecise method to calculate the actual cutoff frequency,
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especially when many poles are located at nearby frequencies. However, this method is still

useful in determining how significantly each pole contributes to the -3dB frequency.

The time constants for all N of the sampling cell source/drain capacitances in the array

can be combined into a single term given by:

τdb∗N = Rdbtot ∗ Cdb (3.46)

Where Rdbtot is given by the following:

Rdbtot =
Rwire

N

[ n∑
i

τi

]
+N(Rsig +Rbond) (3.47)

=
Rwire(N + 1)

2
+N(Rsig +Rbond) (3.48)

The calculations for the remaining time constants are the following equations:

τpin = Rsig ∗ Cpin (3.49)

τpad = (Rsig +Rbond)Cpad (3.50)

τsh = (Ron +Rsig +Rwire +Rbond)Csh (3.51)

The bandwidth of the array is given by:

ω3dB =
1

τsdN + τpin + τpap + τsh
(3.52)

Each of the sample and hold cells contributes a capacitance which impacts the band-

width of the overall array. For large arrays, the cumulative effects of the Cds capacitances

significantly degrade the bandwidth. Based on equations 3.46, increasing the array size N

while holding all other parameters fixed will increase the τsbN time constant, bringing down

the cutoff frequency. Therefore, when designing for the largest possible bandwidth, the sam-
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ple and hold array size should be the smallest size that satisfies the system requirements.

The sampling cell array achieves the absolute highest bandwidth with only an NMOS

for the sample and hold pass gate and that is why the bandwidth optimization process is

described for this case. The poor bandwidth performance of the PMOS is due to its large

parasitic capacitance and the low hole mobility. However, the drawback to the NMOS only

pass gate is that would limit the upper voltage range of the SST. To find a satisfactory

compromise between bandwidth and operational voltage range, the SST sampling array was

designed by sizing an NMOS only switch in the cells to achieve the maximum bandwidth.

Then, a PMOS switch was added in parallel to increase the voltage range. The PMOS is

iteratively sized until an adequate input range is found.

Once the array size is established, the next design variable that most greatly affects the

array bandwidth is the transistor width of the switch transistors in the sample and hold cells.

The relationship between the transistor’s resistance and its parasitic capacitance results in

the existence of an optimal transistor width that maximizes the array bandwidth. Increasing

the transistor width lowers the Ron resistance, but that also increases the Cdb capacitance.

On the other hand, lowering the width reduces the multiple Cdb capacitances, but this

drives up the Ron resistance. Sizing the transistor width at either extreme causes either

the capacitance or the switch resistance to dominate frequency performance. There exists a

sampling cell design with a pass transistor width that balances the counteracting effects on

the bandwidth and results in a maximum -3dB frequency. Maximizing the bandwidth as a

function of the transistor width is done through solving the equation:

∂

∂Wn

(
τsdN + τpin + τpap + τsh

)
= 0 (3.53)

Solving equation 3.53 for Wn, finds the local minima of the sum of the time constants,

which corresponds to the maxima of the -3dB bandwidth. Substituting equation 3.44 and
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equations 3.46 - 3.51 into equation 3.53, and solving for Wn results in:

Wn =

√
Csh

µnCox

L
(Vdd − Vbias − Vtn)

[Wwire(N+1)
2

+ (N)(Rsig +Rbond)
]
(E ∗ Cjn + 2 ∗ Cjswn)

(3.54)

Sizing the NMOS pass transistors in the sampling and hold cells to the width given by

equation 3.54 theoretically maximizes the bandwidth of the sampling and hold cell array.

Cadence Virtuoso circuit simulations were used to verify the discussed bandwidth be-

havior. Circuit simulations were ran for the sample and hold cell arrays using the TSMC

0.25 µm fabrication process parameters and a Csh=80fF. For an array size of N=256, the

pass transistors width Wn was swept and plotted versus the bandwidth of the sampling

array; the results are shown in figure 3.18. This figure contains two traces; the solid line

trace (plotted in blue) shows the simulated behavior of the array’s -3dB frequency as Wn is

varied. The second trace in figure 3.18, represented in the dashed line (plotted in red), is a

fitted plot that adjusts the Cadence Virtuoso bandwidth simulations to fit with the realized

bandwidth measured from the fabricated 0.25 µm SST. The measured bandwidth of the

fabricated SST (with 256 sample depth) is 1.5 GHz and is represented with the triangular

data point that lies on the dashed line trace; the realized bandwidth is 390 MHz higher

than what the simulation predicted. The dashed trace in figure 3.18 is a shifted version

of the Virtuoso bandwidth simulation (solid blue trace); this was done to account for the

actual SST bandwidth measurement and to have a bandwidth versus array size curve that

reflects the grounded reality of the realized circuit performance. A likely explanation for the

discrepancy between the simulation and the realized bandwidth is that overly conservative

estimates were used in the simulation of the parasitic resistances and capacitance in the

analog bus. The simulation in figure 3.18 indicates that the maximum bandwidth for the

array occurs when the NMOS pass gates are sized to 2.579µm. Calculating the optimal

transistor width using the equation 3.54, the theoretical bandwidth maximizing transistor
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Figure 3.18: Circuit simulation of the sample and hold array -3dB frequency versus the
transistor width of the NMOS pass gate.

size is Wn = 2.39µm. The theoretical Wn value is reasonably close to the simulated Wn with

an error of 7.32%.

Simulations comparing the bandwidths of sampling arrays with varying sample depths

is shown in figure 3.19. Figure 3.19 contains two traces. The solid trace (plotted in blue)

represents the simulated bandwidth values. The dashed trace (plotted in red) is a shifted

version of the simulated data curve that has been adjusted to reflect the SST’s realized

bandwidth. The triangular data point on the dashed trace represents the realized 1.5 GHz

bandwidth of the 256 sample wide SST chip. Similar to the previous plot, the dashed trace

is curve fits the simulation data to reflect the realized circuit’s bandwidth measurement. The

results of the simulations confirm the theorized circuit behavior where increasing the number

of sampling cells in the array lowers the bandwidth of the system. The number of sample

cells in the SST could potentially determine an upper limit to the achievable bandwidth of

the device.
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Figure 3.19: Circuit simulation the optimal array -3dB bandwidth versus N number of cells.
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Chapter 4

Timing Analysis

This chapter examines the SST’s ability to measure timing phenomenon, and explains

the metrics used to characterize the timing measurements. Theory is presented to estimate

the timing performance based on several factors including sampling noise, timing jitter, input

signal parameters, and the SST’s sampling rate. The SST’s fixed pattern timing noise is a

significant contributor to error in the SST timing measurements. Methods to characterize

the fixed pattern timing noise are discussed. A timing calibration procedure that mitigates

the effects of the fixed pattern timing noise is also explained in this chapter.

4.1 Timing Resolution

The ability to precisely measure timing information is important for high energy par-

ticle experiments. In these experiments, particles travel at relativistic speeds and events

unfold over extremely short periods of time. A detector’s ability to accurately measure tim-

ing differences among different antennas affects how accurately the particle events can be

reconstructed. The flight path of a particle is calculated using the particle’s arrival times,
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so high timing resolution is necessary to precisely determine the origin of detected neutrino

event.

The timing resolution of the SST characterizes its ability to precisely capture timing

information in its waveform records. The SST timing resolution is measured by repeatedly

recording waveforms with constant timing features, and calculating the variation in the

recovered timing data. The timing resolution is defined as the standard deviation of these

timing measurements. The SST data acquisition system is capable of measuring timing

phenomenon with a resolution on the order of picoseconds. Timing jitter in the sampling

clock and voltage noise on the analog output degrade the SST’s timing resolution.

The SST’s timing resolution was characterized using two types of timing tests. One

timing test uses linear interpolation to measure time intervals between zero crossings cap-

tured on a single channel. The other timing method relies on cross correlation techniques

to test the SST’s ability to measure timing phenomenon across multiple channels. These

timing tests are described in further detail in the following sections of this chapter.

4.2 Intra Channel Timing Test

The precision of the timing information captured on a single channel of the SST is

assessed by recording pure sinusoidal inputs, and measuring the amount of variation in the

periods of the recovered signals. This timing test is referred to as the intra channel timing test

because it measures the relative time between instances within the same captured waveform.

The following are the procedures of the intra channel timing test. A pure sinewave generated

from an RF signal generator serves as the input for the intra channel tests, and are recorded

by the SST. The waveform is readout from the SST, and MATLAB is then used to process

the recovered signal. The voltage fixed pattern noise and DC bias voltage are removed via
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pedestal subtraction. The fixed pattern sampling interval error is also calibrated out before

performing the intra channel timing test; this timing fixed pattern calibration is discussed

later in this chapter (in Section 4.7). The rising edge zero crossings are calculated using a

simple linear interpolation given by equation 4.1, where X0 and Y0 are the time and voltage

of the sample point before the zero crossing, and X1 and Y1 are the time and voltage of the

sample point after the zero crossing.

tcross = X0 − Y0
(
X1 −X0

Y1 − Y0

)
(4.1)

A period measurement is calculated as the time difference between zero crossings. An illus-

tration of the inter channel timing test is presented in figure 4.1. While the rising edges were

used for the period calculations, the same technique could be applied to the falling edges.

Figure 4.1: Inter channel timing test illustration

A full scale sinewave improves the accuracy of the period measurements in the intra

channel timing tests. The slope of the input sinusoid is at its maximum at the zero crossings,
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and it is given by equation:

Max

{
dVin
dVt

}
= A ∗ 2π ∗ Fin (4.2)

Where A is the amplitude and Fin is the frequency of the input sinewave. Equation 4.2

shows that larger input amplitudes results in sharper transitions at the zero crossings. This

yields greater voltage differences between the two samples around the zero crossing point,

and reduces the effect of sampled voltage noise on the period measurements. An increase in

the input frequency also increases the transition rate; however, the higher input frequencies

also introduce linear greater interpolation error.

The frequency of the input sinusoids used for the intra channel timing test can effect

the outcome of the test and need to be chosen carefully. The lower the input frequency, the

better the linear interpolation can predict the zero crossing. As the frequency increases, the

sampled points are taken on less linear portions of the sinusoid, leading to larger errors in

the linear interpolation of the zero crossings. The plot shown in figure 4.2 is a Monte Carlo

simulation of the RMS zero crossing error versus input frequency for a sinewave sampled at

2.0 GHz. As shown in figure 4.2, the interpolation error is practically zero for low frequencies,

but quickly rises as the input frequency increases.

While the interpolation error increases for high frequency inputs, the intra channel

test can still be performed at frequencies with significant interpolation error due to the

presence of node frequencies. At certain input frequencies, the zero crossing errors in the

linear interpolations do not affect the period measurements; these frequencies are referred to

as node frequencies in this paper. The appearance of the node frequencies are demonstrated

with a Monte Carlo simulation. To simulate the node frequencies, ideal, noiseless sinewaves

with random phase offsets are generated for a number of different input frequencies. The

intra channel timing test is applied to this simulated data, and the RMS error of the period
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Figure 4.2: Linear interpolation error versus input frequency

measures are plotted versus the input frequency in figure 4.3.

The node frequencies occur when input sinusoids have a period that is equal to an inte-

ger multiple of the sampling interval. Even in the presence of interpolation errors, the intra

channel timing test correctly reports the input periods without any errors when measuring

the ideal, noiselessly generated data. For K equal to all integers greater than 2, the node

frequencies are given by the equation:

Fnode =
Fsamp
K

(4.3)

Where Fnode is the node frequency and Fsamp is the sampling frequency. Equation 4.3 can
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Figure 4.3: Simulated node frequencies with ideal sinusoidal inputs

be equivalently expressed in terms of periods with the equation:

Tnode = K ∗ Tsamp (4.4)

Where Tnode is the period of the node frequency input, and Tsamp is the sampling interval.

At these node frequencies, the exact periods can be recovered from the intra channel

measurements because the errors on both of the interpolated zero crossings are completely

correlated. The input signal becomes synchronized with the sampling instances, so the exact

same series of voltages within an input period are repeated for the entirety of the record

length. This will mean that the sampled voltage pairs used to calculate each zero crossing

will be the same.

To demonstrate the reoccurring sampled voltage pairs mathematically, consider an

input sinusoid at a node frequency described by the equation:

y(t) = A ∗ sin(2π ∗ Fin ∗ t+ ϕ) (4.5)
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Let t0 be the time of the sample voltage before the occurrence of the first zero crossing, and

the voltage sampled at the t0 instance equals to y0. This is expressed in the equation:

y0 = y(t0) = A ∗ sin(2π ∗ Fin ∗ t0 + ϕ). (4.6)

Where ϕ is an arbitrary, constant phase of the sinusoid. The next sample is taken at time

t1, which occurs Tsamp seconds after t0; t1 is the time of the very next sample after the first

rising edge zero crossing. This is expressed in the equations:

t1 = t0 + Tsamp (4.7)

y1 = y(t1) = A ∗ sin(2π ∗ Fin ∗ t1 + ϕ) (4.8)

= A ∗ sin(2π ∗ Fin ∗ (t0 + Tsamp) + ϕ) (4.9)

The subsequent rising edge zero crossing occurs one input period after the first one. The

sample taken right before the second zero crossing occurs at time t0’ and has a sampled

voltage of y0’. Sample voltage y0’, occurring at time t0’, is separated from t0 by K multiples

of the sampling intervals. This is expressed in the following equation:

y′0 = y(t′0) = A sin (2π ∗ Fin ∗ t′0 + ϕ) (4.10)

t′0 = t0 +K ∗ Tsamp (4.11)

The input is at a node frequency (from the initially stated condition), so K ∗ Tsamp = Tnode.

Therefore, t0’ can be expressed with equations:

t′0 = t0 + Tnode = t0 +
1

Fin
(4.12)
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Substituting t0’ from equation 4.12 into equation 4.10 yields the following:

y′0 = A sin (2π ∗ Fin ∗ (t0 +
1

Fin
) + ϕ) (4.13)

= A sin (2π ∗ Fin ∗ t0 + 2π + ϕ) (4.14)

= A sin (2π ∗ Fin ∗ t0 + ϕ) (4.15)

Comparing equation 4.6 with equation 4.15, it is clear that sample voltages y0 and y0’ are

equal. Similarly it can be shown that y1 equals y1’ and that all of the samples around the

rising edge zero crossings behave in the same manner. Therefore, all of the zero crossing

linear interpolations are performed with the same voltages, and the samples are separated

by the same time interval of Tsamp. This results in a linear interpolation error that is equal

for each of the zero crossing calculation. Since the period measurement is taken as the time

difference between the zero crossings, the interpolation error is subtracted out, resulting in

an error free period measurement (assuming that the input and sampling times were ideal).

Performing the intra channel test on a real world system provides a measure of the

limits of the systems timing measurements. The previous discussion demonstrated that the

intra channel timing test will measure the input sinusoid’s period with zero error if the system

is noiseless. However the realized SST circuit is effected by the noise on the sampled voltage,

and by noise that causes timing jitter on the sampling clock. These noise sources are reflected

in the intra channel timing test. The sampled voltage noise and the timing jitter arise from

different, unrelated random processes, and therefore are independent from each other. The

random error on the intra channel test’s period measurements, due to random noise, can be

calculated using the zero crossing linear interpolation equation 4.1. It is assumed that the

timing jitter is described by a Gaussian random variable with a variance equal to σ2
t and

the voltage noise is also normally distributed with a variance of σ2
n. In equation 4.1, the
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differnece between sampled voltages (y2− y1) is closely approximated by equation:

(y1 − y0) ≈ A ∗ ω(x1 − x0) (4.16)

Where A is the input amplitude and ω is the frequency of the input sinewave. This approx-

imation holds because the input’s instantaneous rate of change at the zero crossing is equal

to A ∗ ω, and the samples used for the intra channel timing are close to the zero crossing

point. Using the scaling and summing properties of independent Gaussian random variables,

the standard deviation of the period measurements from the intra channel timing test are

modeled with the equation 4.17. The constant term multiplied by σ2
t in equation 4.17 comes

from a
√

2 term that accounts for the independent time jitter of two sample points which is

multiplied by an empirically determined (3/5) weighing term that accounts for the position

of the sampled voltage’s effects on the zero crossing error due to the random noise.

σperiod =

√
2

[(
σn

A ∗ ω

)2

+

(
3
√

2

5
σt

)2]
(4.17)

In addition to assessing the minimum resolution of the timing information captured on a

single SST channel, the intra channel test can provide an indirect measure of the timing

noise inherent in the system. The sampled voltage noise can be directly measured, and using

equation 4.17, the jitter on the sampling clock can be solved for in order to estimate its

value.

4.3 Inter Channel Timing Test

The SST’s multi-channel timing resolution is determined with a timing test that uses

cross correlation to measure delays between two channels. This timing test is referred to

as the inter channel timing test since it relies on measurements taken between different
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channels. The inter channel timing test is performed by repeatedly measuring a fixed timing

delay with the SST. The variation on the delay measurements are calculated to reveal the

accuracy of the SST’s multi-channel timing capabilities. The standard deviation of the delay

measurements is used to determine the inter channel timing resolution.

A time tested method for calculating delays between two signals involves the use of the

cross correlation function. The cross correlation function measures the similarity between

two signals across a range of time shifts; the time shifts are referred to as lags. When the cross

correlation function is applied to a pair of similar, but time shifted signals, the maximum

of the cross correlation function corresponds to the time delay between the signals. The

discrete time, cross correlation function for the two sampled signals is given by the equation:

Xcorr(f, g)[k] =
∑N

i=1 f [i]g[i+ k] for k ε[−N,N ] (4.18)

Where f [i] and g[i] are the sampled input signals. In equation 4.18, the k values are the

lags, which take on all positions from N to N . Cross correlating two signals as a function

of k can be described as the following. One signal is shifted with respect to the other by

an amount of lag k. Next, the aligning samples are multiplied and the resulting vector is

summed. Each summation corresponds to the cross correlation function value at the kth

lag position. When k equals to the index corresponding to the time delay between the two

signals, both of the signals are aligned, and the cross correlation function is at its maximum.

The kmax lag position corresponds to the maximum of the cross correlation function and is

expressed mathematically as:

Max{Xcorr(f, g)[k]} = Xcorr(f, g)[kmax] (4.19)
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The time delay between the two signals (in units of seconds) is given by equation:

time delay = Kmax ∗ Tsamp (4.20)

Where Tsamp equals to the time interval in between each sample.

The inter channel test is a versatile test that can be performed with a variety of

input wave forms, ranging from Gaussian pulses to neutrino template signals. Bipolar pulse

inputs are predominantly used to characterize SST’s inter channel timing resolution. The

bipolar pulse are preferred for several reasons. These signals test the SST’s capability to

record signals with both positive and negative polarities. The event signals detected by the

ARIANNA experiments are bipolar in nature, so it is important that the SST’s performance

measuring bipolar signals is accounted for in the timing tests. The bipolar pulses have several

distinct features, including rapidly rising and falling segments, which allows for a high degree

of timing precision. In addition, it is possible to easily adjust the bipolar pulses’ pulse width

and amplitude repeatably and reliably.

The bipolar pulses used as the inter channel timing tests consist of a one period segment

of a sinewave wave. These inputs signals are created using the gated function on the RF

function generator. A signals splitter is used to create two identical pulse signals. A length

of SMA cable is used to create a fixed and very stable time delay between the two pulses.

The delay created by the cable remains virtually constant, so any variation in the signal

delays are due to noise and non-idealities inherent in the SST system. The input pulses

experience signal attenuation when traveling through the cables. Therefore, longer delays,

which require greater cable lengths, exacerbates the signal loss. Although this cable loss

reduces the signal power, the shape of the pulse remains intact. Since the cross correlation

measures the signal similarity, the inter channel test results in reliable delay measurements

even with notable signal attenuation. The timing resolution did not show any significant
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degradation across inter channel test with delays ranging from 0ns to 60ns. However, it

stands to reason that at some point, significant amounts of attenuation will compromise the

timing resolution.

To perform the inter channel test, the input pulse and its delayed counterpart are

recorded on to two separate SST channels. Before applying the timing test, the DC voltage

and the voltage FPN are removed with pedestal subtraction. The SST’s cell dependent

gain variation and the fixed pattern timing noise are also corrected for. An example of the

calibrated bipolar pulses used in the inter channel tests is plotted in figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: An example of the bipolar pulse inputs used in the inter channel timing test

Interpolation is used to get a finer time resolution on the delay measurements. Without

interpolation, it is only possible to measure the time delay in increments of the sampling in-

terval Tsamp. Using interpolation techniques, the values of the signal in between the samples

are estimated. There are several methods of interpolation, and the choice of interpolation

method can affect the accuracy of the delay measurements. The piecewise cubic interpola-

tion function (PCHIP) in MATLAB is used in the inter channel timing tests. The PCHIP

interpolation is chosen because it interpolates the data smoothly and it retains the overall

shape of inputs without overshoots.
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Figure 4.5: Plot of the cross correlation function versus lag

A plot of the cross correlation function versus the lag time for two pulses (the pulses

plotted in figure 4.4) is shown in figure 4.5. The plot in figure 4.5 show that the cross cor-

relation function sharply rises as the lag time approaches the time delay between the two

pulses. The pulse delay is found by determining the lag time associated with the maxi-

mum value of the cross correlation function (plot in figure 4.5). However, simply taking the

maximum value introduces delay errors due to the finite interpolation step and irregulari-

ties from the interpolation. A more precise determination of the cross correlation function

maximum is achieved by mathematically fitting the peak of the cross correlation function.

The points near the peak of the cross correlation function is closely approximated with an

inverse parabola, so the peak can be accurately modeled with a second order polynomial fit.

The mathematical fit is performed with the polyfit function in MATLAB, and it models the

function with the following equation:

Rfit(t) = a ∗ t2 + b ∗ t+ c (4.21)
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Where a,b, and c are the fitting coefficients resulting from the polynomial fit. The peak of

the cross correlation function and the polynomial fit are plotted in figure 4.6. The location

of the maximum is determined by equating the derivative of the fitting function to zero, and

solving for the time. This results in the time delay, and it is simply given by the equation:

time delay =
b

2a
(4.22)

Where a and b are the polynomial coefficients from the fit from equation 4.21. By using this

fitting technique, the accuracy of the SST’s delay measurements are improved, reducing the

variance of the delays measurements by several hundred fempto seconds.

Figure 4.6: Second order fit of the cross correlation function maximum

The time delays created by the cable delays are reliably fixed, so any variation in the

delay measurements are due to noise sources inherent in the SST system. Similar to the

intra channel timing tests, the dominant noise sources in the inter channel test are caused by

random noise in the sampled voltages and random noise causing fluctuation in the sampling

time. The relationships between the noise and timing measurements are different between

the intra channel test and the inter channel test since they rely on different fundamental
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principles. The impact of random noise on the delay measurements can be explained qual-

itatively by the following. The random voltage and timing noise on each sample creates

minute differences in the shape of the two input signals. Each cross correlation delay mea-

surement is dependent on similarity between the shapes of the two signals. Therefore, the

signal variations caused by the noise shifts the maxima of the cross correlation functions,

causing errors in the inter channel timing measurements.

In the SST system, the kT/C sampled voltage noise is the dominant source of voltage

noise in the cross correlation delay measurements. However, mismatches between channels,

sample cell mismatches, voltage fixed pattern noise, and other sources also add to the noise in

quadrature, and they contribute to the uncertainty in the delay measurements. As proposed

in the reference [36], the effect of voltage noise on the delay measurement uncertainty (using

the cross correlation delay method) is estimated by the following equation:

σv,n =

√
n ∗ T 2

samp ∗ σ2
n

4A2
(4.23)

Where n is the number of sample points in the input pulse, Tsamp is the sampling interval, σ2
n

is the variance of the voltage noise, and A is the amplitude of the input pulse. Equation 4.23

was verified using the nominal SST parameters in Monte Carlo simulations. The predictions

from equation 4.23 were in close agreement to the simulations when σn << A. Inputs with

larger amplitudes improve the SNR, reducing the impact of the voltage noise on the delay

measurements. When only considering the effect of the voltage noise, it is noted that in-

creasing the number of sampling points increases the delay uncertainty. This occurs because

each sample point has an independent random noise component, so including more sample

points leads to a larger accumulation of voltage noise, which degrades timing measurements.

Timing jitter causes non-uniformity among the sampling edges, which contributes to

the uncertainty in the delay measurements. Also proposed in the reference [36], the timing
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jitter’s effect on the uncertainty of the cross correlation delay measurements can be estimated

with the following equation:

σjitter =

√
σ2
t

n
(4.24)

The n term in equation 4.24 is the number of sample points on the input pulse and σ2
t is

the variance of the sample interval error (timing jitter). For σt << Tsamp, equation 4.24

was shown to be a good estimator of the delay uncertainty through Monte Carlo simulation.

Unlike the timing uncertainty caused by the voltage noise, the uncertainty in the delay

measurements due to timing noise is reduced by increasing the number of sample points on

the input pulse (denoted by n). With more sampling points, the delay variation (created

by the timing jitter) is reduced in a similar fashion to how averaging a measurement over n

observations reduces the variance from random, uncorrelated noise by a factor of n.

The timing jitter and voltage noise are caused by separate mechanisms, and are sta-

tistically independent from each other. Therefore, the timing noises add in quadrature and

the total error on the inter channel timing measurements is expressed as:

σtot =

√
n ∗ T 2

samp ∗ σ2
n

4A2
+
σ2
t

n
(4.25)

From analysis of the equation 4.25, several observations are made about the inter channel

timing resolution. Firstly, the error on the inter channel timing is dependent on the input

signal amplitude, and maximizing the input signal power serves to minimize the timing

error. The maximum power of the input signal is reliant (in part) on the SST’s dynamic

range specification, thus the dynamic range relates to the timing resolution. A large dynamic

range allows for a greater SNR, which would mitigate the impact of sampled voltage noise

on the SST’s timing resolution.

The second observation made from equation 4.25 is that the inter channel timing error
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can be improved by reducing the power of the sampling voltage noise and the timing noise.

The timing resolution degradation from the voltage noise is usually dominated by the kT/C

noise, which is dictated by the size of the sampling capacitor (discussed in section 3.2).

This indicates that a high SST timing resolution requires sufficient voltage noise suppression

achieved by adequately sizing the sampling capacitor. The source of the timing noise is

the sampling clock generation circuitry, and the timing noise performance varies based on

which circuit topology is used. The most significant timing noise sources in the SST’s

synchronously generated clock are the jitter from the external LVDS oscillator and the fixed

pattern sample interval errors caused by circuit mismatches in the SST clock paths. Using a

high performance, low jitter oscillator and applying timing calibrations (discussed in section

4.7) results in low timing noise, which allows for in inter channel timing resolutions on the

order of picoseconds.

For a given inter channel timing test input pulse (specified amplitude, shape and time

duration), equation 4.25 shows that a higher sampling rate reduces the inter channel timing

error. Changing the SST’s sampling rate alters both the number of sample points in the

input pulse (denoted by variable n), and the sampling interval (represented by variable

Tsamp). Assume that the inter channel timing test input is a pulse with a fixed duration of

Tpulse (where Tpulse is the time duration where the input is non-zero). Then the number of

sample point is given by n = Tpulse/Tsamp. Substituting for n into equation 4.25 yields the

following expression for the inter channel timing error:

σtot =

√
Tpulse ∗ Tsamp ∗ σ2

n

4A2
+
σ2
t ∗ Tsamp
Tpulse

(4.26)

=

√
Tsamp

(
Tpulse ∗ σ2

n

4A2
+

σ2
t

Tpulse

)
(4.27)

The sample interval equals the reciprocal of sampling rate (expressed as fsamp = 1
Tsamp

), so

increasing the sample rate reduces Tsamp. Equation 4.27 shows that the overall effect of
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decreasing the Tsamp is a reduction in the inter channel timing uncertainty caused by both

the voltage noise and timing noise. An increase in sampling rate is a practical method to

improve the timing resolution of an SCA waveform recorder.

4.4 Sample Interval Errors

The use of time-interleaved sampling has been shown to be an effective way to achieve

high speed sampling rates. However, interleaving techniques are susceptible to sampling

time errors, which degrade the performance of the circuit. Ideally, each subsequently voltage

is sampled after a sampling interval of Tsamp. In the realized circuit, various noise sources

and device mismatches causes timing errors in the sample clock edges. This causes the

sample intervals to vary from Tsamp and creates sample interval errors. This is illustrated in

figure 4.7. The sampling instances are supposed to align with the clock edges of the sampling

clocks, but non-idealities create timing uncertainties that shift the actual sampling instances

and appear as sample interval errors.

The timing uncertainties responsible for the sampling interval errors can be separated

into two categories: the random jitter and the deterministic jitter. The random jitter in the

SST is caused by the various device noise sources, including transistor thermal noise and

flicker noise. The oscillator is subjected to random noise, which contributes to the random

timing jitter in the SST. The distribution of the random jitter is described by a Gaussian

random variable with a zero mean. The sampling interval errors caused by the random jitter

can only be described statistically; the exact values of the random errors are unpredictable

for any given instant and they change from moment to moment.

The deterministic jitter in the sampling clock creates sample interval errors that behave

differently from the sample interval errors caused by random jitter. The deterministic jitter
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of timing uncertainty that causes sampling interval errors

is defined as timing variations that are reoccurring and predictable; therefore, the sample

interval errors due to deterministic jitter are also predictable. The deterministic sample

interval error is also referred to as the timing FPN (fixed pattern noise) because of its

fixed and repeating behavior. The deterministic sample interval errors are bound within

finite values and they are measurable. Mismatches among the sampling clock signal path

are major contributors to the SST’s deterministic sample interval errors. As the sampling

clock signals are distributed throughout the sampling array, different sampling cells have

different delays because of differences in their clock paths. The device mismatches among the

components, which are caused by process variations, are another source of the deterministic

sample interval errors. The SST relies on duel clock edges to generate its sampling clock, so

variations in the duty cycle of the SST’s internal clock also contribute to the deterministic

sample interval error.

The deterministic sample interval errors in an SST chip is quantifiable and predictable

because the deterministic jitter is fixed for each device. If the sample intervals can be
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measured, the deterministic sample interval errors is given by the average of the errors.

Averaging a sufficiently large set of sample intervals suppresses the errors from the random

jitter components, leaving the deterministic sample interval errors. Once the deterministic

sample interval errors are known, the error’s predictable nature allows for it to be removed.

By adjusting the SST’s readout voltages to account for the fixed sample interval errors,

the deterministic sample interval errors can be calibrated out. This timing calibration is

presented in section 4.7.

The total sample interval errors (the combined random and deterministic errors) de-

grades the timing performance and corrupts the recovered signal. The variance of the total

sample interval errors is the timing noise denoted by σ2
t in section 4.2 and in section 4.3,

which degrade the SST’s timing resolution. The sample interval errors also causes errors

in the SST’s readout voltages, which appears as a noise signal added to the output. The

noise power of the sample interval errors can be estimated for a sinusoidal inputs with the

following equation:

Ep =
(Aωσt)

2

2
(4.28)

Where A is the input amplitude, ω is the input frequency and σt is the RMS value of the

sample interval error [37]. Therefore, the sample interval errors degrade the SST’s SNR by

an amount given in the following equation:

SNR = −20Log(πfσt) (4.29)

Another adverse effect of the sample interval errors is that any regularity in the timing

errors can cause spurious frequency components to appear in the spectrum of the recovered

signal. For example, the SST experiences a deterministic sample interval error where odd

sample positions are shifted by a mean of about +30ps above Tsamp while the even samples
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are shifted by a mean of about −30ps below Tsamp. This results in an alternating pattern

in the sample interval errors that modulates the sampled signal. This modulation creates a

spurious component at the frequency Fsamp

2
− Fin.

4.5 Zero Crossing Method for Timing

FPN Characterization

Characterization of the fixed pattern sample interval errors presents several challenges

because there are no practical means to directly measure each individual sample interval.

One method used to indirectly determine the SST’s fixed pattern timing noise is through a

method that this text refers to as the zero crossing method. With the zero crossing method,

the mean sample interval associated with each specific SST sample cell position is calculated

based on the probability it would receive a randomly assigned zero crossing.

When capturing signals containing random zero crossings, the probability that the zero

crossing occurs between a pair of samples is proportional to the time interval in between

the samples. Therefore, the fixed pattern sample intervals can be found by experimentally

determining the zero crossing probability mass function. These probabilities are empirically

calculated by recording randomly offset waveforms and counting the zero crossings. The zero

crossing method relies on the statistical law of large numbers, which states that the ratio

of events approaches the actual probability as the number of trials approaches infinity. By

sampling a sufficiently large set of data containing random zero crossings, the SSTs sampling

intervals can be closely estimated.

The implementation of the zero crossing method is described in the following. The

inputs for zero crossing method are full scale sine wave with randomly assigned phase offsets.

The input frequency must be below the Nyquist rate of Fsamp/2, to properly implement the
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zero crossing detection. To avoid the sampled voltages from being correlated with each

other, the periods of the input sinusoids must not be integer multiples of the sampling

period. Pedestal subtraction is performed on each of the captured inputs to remove voltage

FPN. For each captured input waveform, the rising edge zero crossings are determined and

each zero crossing is counted according to the sampling position it occurred in. After a

sufficiently large number of input waveforms are been recorded, the zero crossing probity

mass function is calculated as:

Pd[i] =
Zc[i]∑N
k=1 Zc[k]

(4.30)

The sampling intervals are calculated from the probabilities with the following equation:

Tsamp[i] = Tnom ∗ Pd[i] = Tnom
Zc[i]∑N
k=1 Zc[k]

(4.31)

Where Tnom is the nominal sample interval; for a 2.0 GHz sampling rate, the nominal sam-

pling interval Tnom is 500 ps.

The practical realization of the zero crossing method is subjected to statistic error since

it relies on a finite set of data. The statistical error on the calculated sample intervals can

be reduced by taking larger sets of zero crossing measurements. The following discusses the

relationship between the number of waveforms in the data set and the error on the calculated

sample intervals. The number of zero crossing counted in an interval is closely approximated

with a Poisons distribution. From the Poisons distribution, the variance of the number of

observed zero crossing in a given cell position is denoted by σ2
counts and is given by equation

4.32.

σ2
counts = M ∗ Tsamp ∗ Fin (4.32)

Where M is the number of input waveforms, Fin is the frequency of the input sinusoid
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and Tsamp is the sample interval of a sample cell position. The exact time duration of the

sampling interval varies from the nominal value and it is not initially known. However, using

the nominal sample interval Tnom to estimate the variance results in a close approximation.

Equation 4.33 is derived by scaling σ2
counts to get the variance of the sample interval, and

applying that to the formula for the standard error. The resulting equation (equation 4.33)

is the error on the sampling interval in units of seconds.

Standard Error =
Tsamp
N

√
1

M ∗ Tsamp ∗ Fin
(4.33)

Where N refers to the number of sample cells in the SST and M is the number of input

waveforms in the zero crossing data set. The sample intervals were calculated with 2 million

events where the inputs were 427MHz sinusoids. This calculated the sampled intervals of

the SST with a standard error within 0.73ps;

4.6 Simulated Annealing Method for Timing

FPN Characterization

The simulated annealing timing characterization method is a heuristic method where

brute force numerical simulation is used to characterize fixed pattern timing noise. The

general concept behind the simulated annealing timing characterization method is that the

inherent fixed pattern timing noise is found through optimizing a correction vector to mini-

mize measured timing errors in a fixed set of data measured by the SST.

A timing calibration function was made to adjust the SST’s readout with a correction

vector that offsets the cell dependent fixed pattern timing noise. This timing calibration

is used in the optimization function of the simulated annealing algorithm. The timing

correction calibrations are discussed in further detail in section 4.7. The simulated annealing
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algorithm is applied in order to develop an optimized timing correction vector that minimizes

the error in a set of timing measurements.

The principal behind the simulated annealing timing characterization is described in the

following. If the applied timing calibration vector does not reflect to the actual timing fixed

pattern noise, then the fixed pattern timing noise would increase the measured timing error.

As the timing calibration approaches the system’s actual fixed pattern timing, the magnitude

of the fixed pattern timing noise is reduced, resulting in a reduction in the measured timing

error. When the correction vector converges to the SST’s true fixed pattern timing noise, the

fixed pattern timing noise is effectively removed and the measured timing error will reach a

minimum. Therefore, once timing error is minimized, the corresponding correction vector is

the true fixed pattern timing noise.

The simulated annealing algorithm is a probabilistic approach to finding the global

minimum of a function, even if the function contains several local minima. It relies on

systematically introducing varying amounts of noise to the input of a function to search for

an optimal solution. Simulated annealing differs for other search algorithms because it is

designed to occasionally accept less optimal solutions, allowing the algorithm to avoid being

‘trapped’ in a local minima. The function that is being minimized is referred to as the

cost function. The cost function is used to characterizes the fixed pattern timing noise; it

involves applying the timing correction calibrations, followed by a calculation of the timing

error using the intra channel timing test. The amount of added noise and the probability

of accepting as worse solution are determined by a function referred to as the temperature.

The temperature decreases for each iteration and it approaches 0 as the number of runs

approaches infinity.

The simulated annealing method used to characterize the fixed pattern timing noise in

the SST is described with the following psudocode:
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1. Tcorr,new = Tcorr,saved+ RMSnoise*temperature

• Tcorr,new is a new timing correction vector created by adding random noise to the

saved correction vector (or initial state for first iteration)

• RMSnoise is a constant noise parameter, so the power of the added noise drops as

the temperature decreases.

2. Fcost(S, Tcorr,new)=STD(testintra channel(S, Tcorr,new))

• Define the cost function (the function that is being optimized)

• The intra channel timing test is performed on a data set S (which is being cali-

brated with the vector Tcorr,new)

• The cost function returns the standard deviation of the period measurements from

the intra channel timing test.

3. IF Fcost(S, Tcorr,new)< Fcost,saved

Perform{

Fcost,saved = Fcost(S, Tcorr,new)

Tcorr,saved = Tcorr,new }

• This accepts the new timing correction vector if it reduces the cost function

4. If the new timing vector is worst, still accept it with the probability = Pe*temperature

• Low probability of accepting worst result, so the algorithm in not stuck a local

minima

• Pe is a fixed parameter, so the chances of accepting worst results reduces with

more runs

5. temperature = α*temperature

• α is a constant that sets the temperature reduction rate (α < 1)
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• This reduces the temperature after each iteration

6. Loop the process until the rate of improvement in cost function drops to a desired low

level

The input data set S contains sinewaves with several different frequencies to ensure that the

simulating annealing algorithm does not optimize the performance for only one frequency, but

reflects the performance over a range of frequencies. The intra channel timing test is selected

as the cost function because it is responsive to changes in the timing calibration vectors,

and it is less computationally intensive compared to the inter channel timing test. When

performing the simulated annealing algorithm on the SST, the cost function monotonically

improves, so the Pe coefficient is set to 0 to reduced simulation time. Although, this is not

the case in general; depending on the system, Pe may need to be nonzero to avoid converging

to a local minama instead of the global minimum .

4.7 SST Timing Calibration

The deterministic sample interval error is fixed for a given SST chip and the error

is quantifiable; this was discussed in more detail in a prior section (section 4.4). Since the

error is stable and fixed by cell position, the deterministic sampling error can be considered a

timing fixed pattern noise (timing FPN). A portion of the sample interval errors are centered

on predictable, reproducible mean values, and these errors constitute the timing FPN. With

knowledge of these predictable errors, calibrations can be performed to nullify the effect of

the timing FPN on the recovered data. Removing the timing FPN lowers the signal noise

power caused by timing errors, and improves the SST’s performance.

The timing FPN calibration utilizes interpolation to adjust for the fixed timing errors.

This timing calibration is applied to the SST readout after pedestal subtraction has been
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performed. Either the zero crossing method (section 4.5) or the simulated annealing method

(section 4.6) is used to determine the SST’s timing FPN. A timing calibration vector, denoted

as TCcorr, is a time vector that reflects the cell dependent interval errors, and it is created

by taking the cumulative sum of the fixed pattern sample intervals. This is expressed in the

equation:

TCcorr[i] =
∑i

k=1 Timing FPN [i] for i equals 1 thoughN − 1 (4.34)

A piecewise cubic interpolation is used to adjust the sampled voltage, effectively removing

the timing FPN from the data. Sample voltages corresponding to a uniformly sampled input

signal are generated using the interpolation function in MATLAB, with the TCcorr vector

and the SST readout vector as function arguments. The resulting output is a waveform

record that is uniformly timed and free from the timing FPN.

Figure 4.8: Histograms of calibrated and uncalibrated period measurements of 3 ns period
sine waves.

The timing FPN calibration reduces the RMS value of the total timing error. This is

confirmed by comparing the intra channel timing test results of the calibrated data with the

uncalibrated data. When the intra channel timing test is performed on sinewaves with 3 ns
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periods, the uncalibrated data measured periods with a standard deviation of 8.66 ps (RMS).

After performing the timing FPN calibration on the same data set, the intra channel test

period error was reduced to 2.21 ps (RMS). This improvement in the intra channel timing

is illustrated in figure 4.8. The histograms of the period measurements for the calibrated

and uncalibrated data are superimposed over each other. The period distribution of the

calibrated data has a lower variance, signifying an improvement in the timing resolution.

Similarly, the inter channel timing tests performed on bipolar pulses with 60 ns delays

show that the calibrated data has less timing uncertainty compared to the uncalibrated data.

Before timing FPN calibrations, the standard deviation of the delays was measured to be

4.29 ps (RMS). Calibrating for the timing FPN improves the delay error to 2.28 ps (RMS).

The normalized histogram for the delay measurements are show in figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: Normalized histograms of calibrated and uncalibrated delays for 60ns cable delay
inter channel timing measurements

The timing FPN calibrations also improve the SNR of the recovered signal. As men-

tioned in the section on sample interval error (section 4.4), the timing errors contribute to

the noise power present on the output signal. Since the timing FPN calibration reduces the

RMS sample interval error, the noise power is also reduced, thus improving the SNR. This
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is demonstrated by comparing the SNR of the calibrated data with the uncalibrated data.

Figure 4.10 shows the FFT of a recovered 100 MHz sine wave before and after performing

the timing FPN calibration. The timing FPN in the SST has a significant odd/even effect

which cause a spurious frequency component at 900 MHz. After calibrating for the timing

FPN, there is a near 10 dB reduction in the spurious frequency component. The timing FPN

calibration yielded an improvement in the SNR of 6.57 dB, equivalent to over a bit increase

in the output voltage resolution.
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(a) Without timing FPN calibrations

(b) With Timing FPN Calibrations

Figure 4.10: FFT of a recovered 100MHz sine wave
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Chapter 5

SST Test Results

This chapter presents the SST’s system verification results and its performance specifi-

cations. A description of the testing methodology and the measurement results are included

in this chapter. The following specifications are discussed: sampling rates, voltage fixed

pattern noise, analog bandwidth, sample voltage noise, dynamic performance, triggering

sensitivity, and timing resolution. The final section of this chapter presents the results of

scaling the SST design to a 0.18µm technology and discusses the merits and demerits of

fabricating the SST with more advanced fabrication processes.

5.1 System Verification

The waveform capture and readout functionality of the SST systems is tested by record-

ing a pure sinusoidal tone and recovering the signal. An RF signal generator is used to

provide a 100 MHz sinusoidal input. A plot of the recovered signal is shown in figure 5.1.

The SST sampled the input at a rate of 2.0 GSPS and the analog output was read out at

a rate of 1.0 MHz. To reconstruct the signal in figure 5.1, post processing was performed
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with MATLAB; this includes the removal of the voltage fixed pattern noise, the removal of

the DC bias voltage, converting ADC bit outputs to a voltage scale, and performing timing

fixed pattern noise calibrations.

Figure 5.1: SST readout of a recorded 100 MHz sinewave

The SST chip consumes 128mW of power when it is sampling at 2.0 GSPS. The SST’s

sampling phase is its most power intensive operation. Holding the record or performing

the waveform readout require much less power since these operations do not require the

high speed clock circuitry. With four SST channel per device, the SST realizes a low power

operation of 32mW per channel.

The low frequency signal gain of the SST chip is measured to be 0.70V/V. This mea-

surement was performed by dividing the amplitude of the SST’s analog output over the

amplitude of the input signal. The low frequency gain was also verified by taking the deriva-

tive of the SST’s voltage transfer characteristic (DC sweep).

The SST system is also verified using a neutrino template signal, which is generated

from a programmable waveform generator. The recovered neutrino template is shown in

figure 5.2. The neutrino template signal was also sampled at 2.0 GSPS and post processed
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with MATLAB.

Figure 5.2: SST readout of captured neutrino template signal

A notable SST chip feature is its extremely wide range of operational sampling rates.

The SST sampling rates are simply set by changing the LVDS input clocks frequency. The

SST has been verified to have an extremely wide range of sampling rates and it can operate

across six orders of magnitude in its sampling rates. The SST demonstrates waveform

captures with sampling rates from as low as 2.0 KHz, to as high as 2.0 GHz.

5.2 Voltage Fixed Pattern Noise

The SST chip experiences voltage fixed pattern noise (VFPN), where the analog read-

out voltage from each cell has a fixed, random offset voltage. The cause of the VFPN is

process variation in the analog readout/multiplexing circuitry. Variations in the transistor

dimensions and variations in the threshold voltages create differing Vgs voltages for each

cell’s readout circuitry (the modified source follower circuit). The differences among the Vgs

voltages appear on the SST readout voltages as VFPN. The VFPN vector is measured by
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recording and digitizing a DC bias voltage repeatedly, and averaging each sample cell’s offset

voltage. The VFPN measurement (which includes a DC offset) is plotted in figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Voltage fixed pattern noise measurement(with DC offset)

The distribution of the VFPN is presented in figure 5.4. The standard deviation of

the VFPN across all four channels of an SST chip is measured to be 6.3 mV (RMS). The

presence of VFPN contributes additive voltage noise to the SST’s analog output. This is

problematic because it degrades the SST signal to noise ratio and lowers its effective bit

resolution.

Fortunately, the VFPN can be calibrated out of the recovered waveform with post

processing of the readout voltages. The VFPN is fixed for each channel in the SST chip.

Therefore, once the VFPN is characterized, its affects on the signal is known and the VFPN

can be removed. To characterize the VFPN vector, about 104 base line voltage measurements

are taken and averaged to filter out stochastic noise. The resulting vector is the VFPN

correction vector, and it represents the fixed, cell dependent offset voltages present in every

analog readout. To correct for the VFPN, a pedestal subtraction is performed where the

VFPN correction vector is subtracted from the SST readout vector. This effectively removes
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Figure 5.4: Voltage fixed pattern noise distribution

the DC bias voltage and the VFPN from the SST’s analog output.

5.3 Bandwidth Measurement

The analog -3dB bandwidth frequency of the SST chip is measured to be 1.52 GHz. A

plot of the normalized output amplitude versus frequency is presented in the figure 5.5. The

y-axis in figure 5.5 is expressed in decibel scale. The plot is normalized to the amplitude of

the 100 MHz input (lowest frequency sinewave in this data set) so that the plot begins on

0dB. The frequency response of the SST is reasonably flat up to 1.3 GHz. Although there is

minor frequency peaking at 1.1 GHz, the frequency response does not deviate by more than

±0.5 dB across the Nyquist frequency band (assuming operation at the nominal 2.0 GSPS

rate).

The data plotted in figure 5.5 was generated by sweeping the frequency of a sinewave

produced with a RF signal generator, the recording the waveform, reading out the captured
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Figure 5.5: Normalized output amplitude versus frequency plot

waveform, and measuring the peak to peak amplitude of the readout signal. The input

sinewaves were large signal waveforms that span the SST’s linear input voltage range. The

input sinewaves were centered on 0.9 V, set by the bias Tee voltage, and had a maximum

and minimum voltage of 1.6 V and 0.2 V respectively.

5.4 DC Performance Measurements

The voltage transfer characteristic (VTC) of the SST was measured by manually sweep-

ing the SST input voltage with a DC voltage generator, and measuring the analog readout

voltage. Each DC output voltage was taken as the average of hundreds of trials, where the

voltages across all the samples cells were averaged; the averaging was necessary to remove

the VFPN while preserving the output DC voltage. The result of the DC sweep is shown in

figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: DC voltage transfer characteristic of the SST

The output voltage has a very linear relationship with the DC input voltages when

the inputs are below 1.6 V. The SST’s VTC is modeled using a linear regression line; this

line models the SST’s input versus output relationship for DC signals and it is given by the

equation:

Vout = 0.7036 ∗ Vin + 0.36 (5.1)

The regression line in figure 5.6 is the plot of the modeled VTC using equation 5.1. The r2

value of the data is 0.9995, indicating that equation 5.1 is an excellent fit for the data, and

that the DC input and the DC output share a highly linear relationship. The derivative of

equation 5.1 reveals the DC voltage gain of the SST chip and it is calculated to be 0.7036

V/V. The SST’s DC output nonlinearity is examined by plotting the error on a linear fit.

Figure 5.7 plots the voltage error between the SST DC output and the value predicted by the

regressison equation 5.1 at each DC input voltage; the error is plotted in units of milivolts.

The practical input voltage range of the SST is determined to be between 0.062 V
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Figure 5.7: Linear error on DC output voltage

and 1.6 V. Low frequency input signals that stay within this voltage range are recorded by

the SST with very little non-linear distortion. Driving the input voltage above 1.6 V will

noticeably compress the signal, resulting in nonlinear distortions that clip the peak voltages

of the waveform. The SST can process DC inputs up to 1.9V, but there is greater than

1% non-linearity for inputs above 1.7 V. The analog output voltages ranges between 0.43 V

and 1.49 V when the input voltages are between 0.062 V and 1.6 V; this results in a 1.06 V

output voltage range.

5.5 Sampled Noise Measurements

The output referred noise of the SST chip is measured directly using histogram tech-

niques. Several thousand DC base line voltages were recorded across all four input channels.

The VFPN and the DC bias voltages were removed using pedestal subtractions; this results

in a signal that is the output voltage noise. The normalized distribution of the voltage noise

is plotted in figure 5.8. The dashed line indicates an ideal Gaussian distribution fitted to

the noise data. It is worthwhile to note that bins in figure 5.8 do not strictly correspond
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to the quantized values of a 12-bit ADC. This is because the post processing calibrations

adjust the outputs voltages using correction vectors that have averaged ADC output volt-

ages. Therefore, the corrected SST outputs voltages do not strictly correspond to the 12-bit

quantization values.

Figure 5.8: Distribution of the SST output noise

The RMS value of the output noise is 0.34mV (RMS), which corresponds to 0.56 LSB.

It is noted that these noise measurements are unaffected by sampling jitter because the SST

is sampling a fixed DC voltage. The sources of the measured 0.34mV (RMS) output noise

are the capacitor thermal noise (kT/C), the ADC quantization noise, and the noise inherent

in the analog readout circuitry. Using the measured, low frequency SST voltage gain of 0.7

V/V, the noise referred to the input of the SST is 0.4857mV (RMS).
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5.6 Dynamic Signal Performance

In general, measuring a circuit’s performance with transient signal reveals circuit prop-

erties which are not measured in the DC characterization. To characterize the dynamic

performance of a system, its noise contributions and its distortions are measured using fast

Fourier transform (FFT) techniques. The effective number of bits (ENOB) can be derived

from the FFT. The ENOB signifies the number of bits that the output can be converted

to, while being unaffected by the system’s noise or distortion. The ENOB is a widely used

metric that conveys the accuracy and fidelity of a system’s output. To test the SST’s ENOB,

a 100 MHz, 1.0 Vpp sinewave (produced by a RF signal generator) is recorded, readout and

digitized by the SST data acquisition system. Using MATLAB, the voltage FPN corrections

and timing FPN corrections are applied, and an FFT is applied to the corrected signal. The

resulting plot of the waveform’s frequency component is shown in figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9: FFT of an SST readout of a 100 MHz sinewave
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The SINAD is calculated from the FFT, and the ENOB of the SST can then be

calculated using the SINAD. The SINAD value is the measured ratio of the roots means

squared (RMS) value of the input signal over the RMS value of the spectral noise and

distortion components (but excluding the DC component). The ENOB value is given by

equation:

ENOB =
SINAD − 1.76 + 20 ∗ log (

Vfs
Vin

)

6.02
(5.2)

In equation 5.2, the SINAD is expressed in dBc; the Vfs is the full scale voltage of the ADC,

and Vin is the amplitude of the input sinewave. The 20 ∗ log (
Vfs
Vin

) term in the numerator of

equation 5.2 is used as a correction factor to scale the ENOB value if the input amplitude is

not full scale; if the input is at full scale, this term equals zero.

The measured ENOB for the SST system is 6.52 bits. As seen in the figure 5.9, there are

significant harmonic spectral components; the largest spur occurs at the second harmonic.

The large second harmonic component dominates the ENOB performance. This reveals that

the SST’s dynamic bit resolution is limited by the system’s inherent, nonlinear distortion and

not the system noise. Several factors contribute to the nonlinearity, including cell dependent

gain variation, timing jitter and the nonlinearity of the ADC on the system board. However,

the dominant contributor to the nonlinearity is the varying switch resistance of the sample

and hold transmission gates. The sample and hold switch nonlinearity is the most significant

source of distortion for several reasons. The cell dependent gain variation is ruling it out as

a significant source of nonlinear distortion because calibrations were made to negate it, but

that did not result in any appreciable improvements in the linearity. The magnitude of the

timing jitter, which was measured with the previously mentioned timing analysis methods,

is too small to account for the amount of distortion seen in the FFT. Finally, the total

harmonic distortion (THD) and SINAD specification for the ADC on the system board are
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far better than the measured distortion. This indicates that ADC is not responsible for the

large distortion terms seen in figure 5.9. Logically, that leaves the nonlinearities inherent in

the sample and hold switch as the greatest source of distortion in the SST data acquisition

system.

As discussed in section 3.2, input signals with large amplitudes causes the small signal

switch resistance in the sampling cells to shift throughout the tracking phase. The switch

resistance is dependent on the input voltage, and does not behave as a linear resistor. As the

input signal spans the entire input voltage range, the small signal operating point resistance

experiences wide variations. The operating point resistance deviates by as much as 107%

from its resistance at the nominal bias point. The switch resistance nonlinearity is most

prevalent with full scale inputs, and it is most evident when the input signal is near the

upper limit of the voltage range. This nonlinearity results in the harmonic spurs which

dominate the ENOB performance of the SST.

Another important measure of the SST’s dynamic performance is its signal to noise

ratio (SNR). The SNR is defined as ratio of the RMS noise to the RMS of the fundamental

signal, and the SNR is calculated from the FFT. The SNR calculation excludes the harmonic

terms, and only reports on the noise terms; therefore, the SNR will always be better than

the SINAD. The SNR measurement includes noise from the entire Nyquist band. After

accounting for the FFT process gain, the SST system has an SNR of 64.96 dBc. This noise

measurement accounts for all the noise inherent in the SST system, including the kT/C noise

(the largest SST noise source) and the ADC quantization noise. Based only on the noise

performance, the system has an equivalent bit resolution of 10.5-bits.
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5.7 Event Triggering Testing

The real time event triggering capability of the SST chip was tested by examining the

functionality of the high speed comparators and the logic circuitry. The SST’s capability

to triggering on an event was tested using every trigger logic setting in conjunction with

various combinations of high and low threshold voltages. The SST threshold values are set

by programming the MBED micro-controller on the SST system board. Digital to analog

converters (DAC) provide the appropriate voltages to the SST threshold voltage pins. Each

of the four SST channels are equipped with both a high and a low threshold input, resulting

in a total of eight threshold inputs per chip. Each channel has its own set of comparator

outputs. The SST event triggering has been verified for threshold voltages ranging between

0.1 V and 1.6 V.

The SST triggering has two modes (an OR logic and an AND logic) and both of these

modes were verified to be functional. The OR logic triggered any time either a high or low

threshold crossing occurs. The functionality of the OR logic was tested using unipolar pulses

that only crossed either the high or low threshold. When set to the AND logic mode, triggers

successfully occurred if and only if both the high and low threshold crossings occurred within

the coincidence window. By adjusting the external DC bias voltage, it was verified that the

coincidence window can be set to any duration between 10.0 ns and 1.0µs. The AND logic

testing inputs consisted of positive and negative pulses separated by variable delays; these

signals were generated with an arbitrary waveform generator.

The sensitivity of the comparators was tested with transient pulses produced by a high

speed pulser. An oscilloscope screen shot of the sensitivity test is included in figure 5.10.

The waveform on the top of figure 5.10 is the input signal, which was probed at the SST

motherboard input pin (before the bias tee). The waveform on the bottom of figure 5.10 is

the trigger output, probed at the trigger output pin of the SST chip.
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Figure 5.10: Comparator sensitivity test waveforms

The SST triggering successfully detected input pulses with a height as low as 9 mV

and a pulse width of 500 ps FWHM. The bias tee on the SST system board provides AC

coupling for the pulser signal. For the sensitivity test, the pulser signal is connected to

the SST system board through an attenuator to reduce the amplitude of the input pulse.

The attenuation was gradually increased until the SST triggering output fails to consistently

trigger. The SST triggering detected events with a near100 percent accuracy rate for inputs

with a duration of at least 500 ps FWHM and a minimum height of 9m Vpp.

5.8 Measured Fixed Pattern Sample Interval Error

The mean sample interval for each cell was measured using the zero crossing method

(discussed in section 4.5) and the simulated annealing method (discussed in section 4.6), with

the SST set to its nominal 2.0 GHz sample rate. The zero crossing method and the simulated

annealing method produce timing measurements that are in reasonably close agreement. The

interval measurement using the zero crossing method is plotted in figure 5.11. Figure 5.11

reveals that each sampling interval experiences a nonzero error from the nominal 500 ps

sample interval. These reoccurring errors account for the timing fixed pattern noise (timing
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FPN) and are effectively removed with the timing calibrations discussed in section 4.7. The

RMS value for the fixed pattern sample interval error is 30.95 ps (RMS). The timing FPN has

two distinct features; one of the features is a clearly alternating pattern among the sample

intervals; this will be referred to as the odd/even timing FPN in the remainder of the text.

Separating the cell intervals into odd and even positions, the mean sample intervals of the

odd positions is 529.37 ps, while the mean sample intervals of the even positions is 470.62 ps.

This reveals a bimodal distribution in the SST’s timing FPN. The bimodal distribution is

further confirmed with the histogram of the sample intervals presented in figure 5.12.

The second notable feature of the timing FPN (figure 5.12) is a pronounced spike in the

timing error on the sample positions 251 and 252. The large timing fluctuation occur in these

positions because they are connected to the feedback node in the fast shift registers. The

fast shift register implements the continuous signal sampling by feeding back the sampling

pointer to the beginning position of the sampling array. The circuitry that feeds back the

sampling pointer introduces additional capacitative loading on the nodes it is connected

to. This uneven loading introduces additional timing delays associated with theses sampling

positions. The timing spike can be effectively eliminated by equalizing the capacitive load on

all stages of the fast shift register. Therefore, in future SST iterations, careful equalization of

the capacitative loads will prevent the occurrence of the outlining spike in the timing FPN.

A possible cause of the odd/even timing FPN is the dual edge, synchronous sampling

clock generation. One grouping of the sampling intervals closely track the high clock phase

(duration the clock is high) while the other grouping of sample intervals track the low clock

phase (duration the clock is low), causing the sample clock to be susceptible to errors from

deviations in the clock duty cycle. Any deviation from a 50% high, 50% low clock signal

would appear as differences in the odd and even sample intervals. There are a few likely

causes of the uneven duty cycle in the SST’s internal clock. One culprit is the oscillator

itself; if the oscillator produces uneven duty cycles, that would be translated into periodic
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Figure 5.11: The fixed pattern sample intervals plotted versus sample cell position

Figure 5.12: Histogram of the fixed pattern sampling intervals

sampling jitter. Another contributor to the odd/even timing FPN is the mismatches in the

LVDS receiver. Uneven rise and fall times in the LVDS output would translate into variations

between high and low durations, resulting in a skew in the duty cycle.
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While the theory states that the presence of duty cycle distortion will cause the

odd/even timing FPN, simulations and testing results indicate that the duty cycle is not

the source of the odd/even effect measured in the SST. The LVDS reference clock input

to the SST was observed directly using a high frequency oscilloscope with a high speed,

differential probe. The measured duty cycle of the LVDS reference clock was within 0.5%

of 50.0%. Simulations of the LVDS receiver also shown that, under proper bias conditions,

the LVDS receiver output had virtually no duty cycle distortion. From these observations,

the duty cycle variation in the SST system would not account for the amount of measured

odd/even timing FPN.

The best explanation for the cause of the odd/even timing FPN is that differences

in the clock paths create timing variations between the odd and the even sample intervals.

The dynamic D flip-flop shown in figure 5.13 is a segment of the fast shift register, which

synchronously shifts the sampling pointer to generate the sampling clock signals. The φN

and φN+1 signals are the sampling clock signals that go to an even and odd sampling cell

respectively. The φN signal experiences one less delay stage than the φN+1. Therefore, the

odd sample edges experience an additional fixed delay compared to the even sample edges,

causing the odd/even timing FPN. In practice, the inverter stages in figure 5.13 consist of

several tapered inverters in a chain in order to drive medium to large capacitive loads. Based

on circuit simulations, the delays from these inverter chains are in the order of several tens

of picoseconds. Using the simulated clock path delay discrepancies to account for the timing

FPN, the simulation matched within 20% of the measured timing FPN. The clock path

mismatch is believed to be the actual cause of timing FPN.
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Figure 5.13: Fast shift register sampling clock generation

5.9 SST Timing Resolution Measurements

The limits of the SST’s timing accuracy were measured using both the intra channel and

the inter channel timing tests. The details of the timing tests were explained in chapter 4. In

This section the results from these timing tests are presented, the significance of the results

discussed and a brief comparison of the timing performance of the SST and other prior SCA

recorders is presented.

The intra channel test, which measure the period variations among recorded sinusoids,

is depended on the input frequency and amplitude. The intra channel timing test is per-

formed for several different node frequencies. The inputs to the intra channel timing tests

are sinusoids with an amplitude of 1.6 Vpp. This is the largest input amplitude that does

not cause significant distortion in the SST waveform record. The standard deviation of the

intra channel timing test’s period measurements are shown in table 5.1. Table 5.1 contains

the intra channel test results for the uncalibrated measurements, timing results with the zero

crossing method timing calibrations, and timing results with the simulated annealing timing
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calibrations. A scatter plot of the table 5.1 data is presented in figure 5.14.

Freq No Timing Corrections Sim Anneal Zero Crossing

100M 9.64ps 5.826ps 5.768ps
125M 9.238ps 4.028ps 3.955ps
200M 8.997ps 3.061ps 3.034ps
333.333M 8.69ps 2.3ps 2.21ps

Table 5.1: Table of intra channel timing test period error for various node frequencies (in
units of ps RMS)

Figure 5.14: Scatter plot of intra channel timing test results for various node frequencies and
timing calibrations

The intra channel timing test reveals that the SST’s accurately capture timing features

on a single channel with an error of 2.21 ps (RMS). It should be noted that this resolution

is achieved under favorable condition, where the input amplitude is chosen to maximize the

SNR, and the input is set to the relatively high frequency of 333.333 MHz. If the intra
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channel input were at a lower node frequency or the input amplitude is lower than1.6 Vpp,

then the period measurement resolution will not be as high. As expected, the calibrated data

shows an improvement in the timing variations across each of the tested node frequencies.

The improvement in the intra channel timing resolutions is evidence of the timing calibra-

tion’s effectiveness at reduced the timing FPN. Comparing the outcomes of the zero crossing

method with simulated annealing methods shows that the timing results are in very close

alignment. This result is also to be expected; although the two calibrations were derived

using different methods, they are both addressing the same inherent SST timing FPN. Fig-

ure 5.14 shows that the intra channel timing test has a dependence on the input frequency.

With all other factors fixed, a higher frequency inputs reduces the impact of the voltage

noise on the linear interpolations used in the intra channel period measurements, resulting

in an improved intra channel timing resolution.

To provide a reference for the SST’s timing performance, the timing resolutions of

prior SCA recorders is discussed. The DRS4 chip developed by Professor Ritt reports results

a period measurement timing resolution of 3.1ps (RMS) using from 100 MHz, 1.1 Vpp

amplitude sinusoids. Ritt’s team used a different method of timing corrections, which they

developed and they describe in the reference [16]. Caution must be taken when making

comparisons between devices since the two circuits were tested under different conditions

and parameters. The SST was tested with a more favorable configuration, using larger

amplitude sinusoid and a higher frequency inputs than the DRS4.

The inter channel timing test measures the resolution of the SCA recorder’s time delay

measurements made between multiple channels. The accuracy of the reconstruction of a

detected particle’s path is dependent on the accuracy of the measured signal’s arrival times;

this makes the inter channel timing resolution an important specification for using the SST

in particle physics experiments. Generally, the inter channel timing test is of more interest to

physicists than the intra channel test. The timing measurements made in the inter channel
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timing test are depended on the input’s amplitude, pulse width, and the devices’ sample rate.

The SST’s inter channel measurements are tested using bipolar pulses with an amplitude

of 1.2 Vpp and pulse widths that are 20 samples wide (n=20 corresponds to Tpulse= 10 ns

when the SST is sampling at 2.0 GSPS). The amplitude of the signal coming out of the RF

generator is 1.6Vpp, but the signal splitter causes signal attenuation and lowers the amplitude

of the signal at the SST input to 1.2 Vpp. The inter channel tests are repeated for several

different pulse delays. The resulting the standard deviations of the delay measurements are

shown in table 5.2. Table 5.2 contains the inter channel test results of the uncalibrated

measurements, timing results with the zero crossing method timing calibrations, and timing

results with the simulated annealing timing calibrations. The data in table 5.2 is plotted in

figure 5.15.

Delay No Timing Corrections Zero Crossing Method Simulated Annealing

0ns 1.15ps 1.15ps 1.15ps
3.79ns 2.68ps 2.35ps 2.26ps
12.33ns 3.62ps 2.32ps 2.29ps
24.42ns 3.59ps 2.33ps 2.29ps
60.74ns 4.29ps 2.36ps 2.36ps

Table 5.2: Inter channel timing test delay uncertainty for various delays (in units of ps RMS)

An observation made from the delay resolution plot in figure 5.15 is that the 0ns

delay measurements has the lowest delay error. The minimum delay error for the 0ns delay

measurements is explained in the following. With the 0 ns delay applied, the input pulses

are aligned on both channels, so both channels capture the pulses on the sample positions.

The four SST channels share the same sampling clocks signals, so the each sampling cell

position experiences the same sample interval error for all the channels. For example, the

sample interval error on cell 1 of channel 0 is the same as the sample interval error on

cell 1 of channel 1. Therefore, the 0ns delay pulses are have identical timing errors since

the input pulses are captured with the same cell positions. Since the timing errors match

of the 0 ns delays, each channel’s timing error relative to each other is effectively zero even
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Figure 5.15: Inter-channel timing test

though there are nonzero errors with respect to the ideal interval. With no relative timing

errors, the cross correlation delay measurement for the 0ns delays essentially have no timing

jitter and thus exhibits the lowest error. On the other hand, the nonzero delayed pulses

are sampled across different cell positions in the two channels resulting in different sample

interval errors across the pulses in the two channel. In this non-zero delay scenario, the

differences among the sample interval errors appears as timing noise when the signals are

cross correlated to measure the delay. This increases the amount of noise on for the nonzero

delay measurements and causes larger errors on the delay measurements.

For 0ns delay, the SST achieves its best resolution of 1.15 ps (RMS). With timing

corrections, the inter channel resolution remains practically flat at 2.3 ps (RMS) across

all non-zero delays up to 60 ns delay. The flat delay variation indicates that there is not

any significant drifting in the sample interval errors across the sampling array, and that

the interval errors maintain centered about a zero mean. Even without the application of
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the timing corrections, the SST resolutions still displayed reasonably high timing accuracy.

The non-calibrated operations maintained a variation of 4.29 ps (RMS) or below across the

measured range of delays.

The timing delay resolutions achieved by prior SCA records are presented here to pro-

vide reference points for the SST’s timing performance. Professor Varner’s PSEC4 recorder

achieves a 10.9 ps resolution for 0ns delays without any calibrations and an improvement

to 4.3 ps after timing calibrations. Tested with 16 ns delays, the PSEC4 has a resolution

larger than 100 ps, but it improves to 8.8 ps after timing corrections [38]. Their resolution

measurements were performed with an input sampling rate of 10.4 GSPS.

Professor Ritt’s DRS4 chip realizes timing resolutions ranging between 0.75 ps to 1.65 ps

for delay measurements between 0 ns and 50 ns [16]. These resolutions are achieved using

timing calibrations and with a sampling rate of 5.0 GSPS.

Caution must be taken when comparing the delay resolution (inter channel timing test)

of these devices. The SST, the PSEC4 and the DRS4 recorders were all tested under different

conditions and and with different parameters. The reported timing resolutions were tested

with different pulse shapes, pulse durations and pulse amplitudes; all of which would effect

the resolution measurements. Additionally, the other research teams developed their own

timing calibrations for used on their device and those calibrations differ from the method

used on the SST.

5.10 Scaling the SST Design

A 0.18 µm RF CMOS fabrication technology was made available to the ARIANNA

engineering team. The SST chip design was adapted for the 0.18 µm process to explore

the capabilities of the more advanced technology and to experiment with scaling down the
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SST design. The core of the 0.18 µm SST prototype uses the same circuit topologies as the

0.25 µm SST device. To develop the 0.18 µm SST prototype, modifications were made to the

bias currents, bias voltages, and transistor aspect rations so that the circuit operation would

be compatible with the 0.18µm technology. The 0.18 µm fabrication technology allows for

shorter minimum transistor gate length and feature sizes. The 0.18 µm technology has a

slightly higher transconductance parameter K’ compared to the 0.25µm process. The power

supply voltage of the 0.18 µm technology is reduced to 1.8 V compared to 2.5 V for 0.25 µm.

The nominal threshold voltage of the 0.18 µm technology is around 0.35 V as compared to

about 0.43 V for 0.25 µm.

A major advantage of the 0.18 µm fabrications is the reduction in parasitic capaci-

tances, which improves the SST performance in areas related to speed and timing. Lower

parasitic capacitances on high speed circuit nodes allows for greater sampling rates and

higher bandwidth (assuming comparable array size and power consumption). The 0.18 µm

SST achieves a sampling rate of 3.0 GHz, reducing the sampling interval to 333.33 ps. Tak-

ing advantage of the lower parasitic capacitances, the array depth of was increased to 512

sampling cells while maintaining a bandwidth greater than a gigahertz. The 0.18 µm SST

achieved a measured analog bandwidth of 1.2 GHz.

The design of the 0.18 µm SST offered the opportunity to investigate techniques to

reduce the fixed pattern sample interval errors. The 0.25 µm SST displayed a pronounced

odd/even error pattern caused by fixed mismatches among clock paths. Due to the work

of my colleague Tarun Prakash, the fixed pattern timing error in the 0.18 µm SST design

was significantly reduced; the details of the odd/even fixed pattern interval error reduction is

discussed in his dissertation [19]. A second set of fast shift registers was added to the 0.18 µm

SST design so that an independent set of shift registers control the odd samples and another

set of shift registers control the even samples. The dual fast shift register design allows for

capacitive load and signal path equalization that largely reduces the sample interval offsets
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between the odd and the even cells, reducing the overall fixed pattern sample interval error.

The fixed patterns sample interval error for the 0.18 µm SST sampling at 3.0 GHz was

measured using the zero crossing method and is plotted in figure 5.16. The fixed pattern

sampling interval plot is centered on the nominal interval of 333.33ps and has a standard

deviation of 8.28 ps (RMS). While the 0.18 µm SST is still subjected to errors from random

process variations, the alternating odd/even component of the fixed pattern sampling interval

error is greatly diminished compared to the 0.25 µm SST’s timing FPN (shown in figure

5.11). A histogram of the 0.18 µm SST fixed pattern sample interval is shown in figure 5.17.

The distribution of the fixed pattern timing noise is centered about a single center of mass

as opposed to the bimodal distribution of the 0.25 µm SST shown in figure 5.12.

Normalizing the sample interval error against the nominal sample interval allows for

comparisons of sample interval uniformity between the 0.18 µm SST and the 0.25 µm SST

despite the different sampling rates. The normalized sample interval error of the 0.18 µm

SST is 2.5% of the nominal interval; whereas the normalized sample interval error of the

0.25 µm SST is 6.2 % percent. The 0.18 µm SST’s marked improvement to the fixed pattern

sample interval error is predominantly due to the changes in the sample clock generation

that removes the odd/even fixed pattern sampling error.

A major drawback to the 0.18 µm SST is that it suffers from a reduction in both the

input and output operating voltage range. The input of the 0.18 µm SST maintains linear

operation for inputs between 178 mV and 1.09 V. The resulting input voltage range equals to

913 mV. The output voltage range of the SST (which experiences a DC voltage shift due to

a PMOS source follower stage) ranges from 1.0 V to 1.545 V for an output voltage range of

545 mV. The SST output voltage range is limited by the output voltage range of the analog

readout/multiplexing circuit discussed in section 3.3. The upper limit of the output voltage

range is expressed in the equation 3.26. Equation 3.26 shows that some control can be

exerted over the operating voltage range through bias and aspect rations choices. However,
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Figure 5.16: Fixed pattern sample intervals plotted against cell position of the 0.18µm SST

Figure 5.17: Histogram of fixed pattern sample interval error of the 0.18µm SST

the analog readout circuit is bounded by the upper limit of Vdd − |Vth0|. The fabrication

technology determines both the power supply voltage and the nominal threshold voltage.
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Therefore the fabrication technology is a major factor in determining the usable voltage

range of the SST. The 0.18 µm fabrication process has a Vdd and PMOS threshold voltage

(without body effect) equal to 1.8 V and -0.41 V respectively. Compared to the 2.5 V and

-0.52 V for the 0.25 µm process’ Vdd and PMOS threshold voltage respectively. While the

threshold voltage of the 0.18 µm technology is reduced, the overall Vdd − |Vth0| term is still

lower, presenting a lower limit the operating voltage range. The reduced operating voltage

range of the 0.18 µm SST limits its utility for use in the ARIANNA experiment since it

decreases the dynamic range of the SST and potentially decreases the SNR.

Using more advanced fabrication technologies to fabricate the current SST design would

result in a trend of worsening dynamic ranges. As the fabrication feature sizes reduce, the

power supply voltage scales as well. While the transistor threshold voltages also reduce with

scaling, the reduction the power supply voltage decreases more rapidly than the threshold

voltage. Further scaling of the SST is impractical as it would result in an excessively narrow

operational voltage range.

Greater leakage current present another drawback to scaling the SST. As the gate

length of the transistors decrease, short channel affects become more pronounced, leading to

greater subthreshold leakage current. This leakage alters the sampled voltages stored across

the sampling array and create nonlinear, time dependent signal distortion.

The voltage gain of the SST potentially suffers when it is scaled down. The voltage

gain of the 0.18 µm SST was measured at 0.714 V/V. The 0.18 µm SST reads out sample

voltages through the analog readout circuity (which behaves in part as a source follower stage)

followed by a unity gain feedback buffer to drive the analog output pin. The 0.714 V/V SST

voltage gain is principally determined by the voltage gain of the analog readout circuit. The

voltage gain of the 0.18 µm SST is higher than 0.70 V/V SST voltage gain of the 0.25 µm

SST because the 0.25 µm SST uses a source follower stage to drive the analog output pin.

The 0.25 µm SST’s sample voltage experiences attenuation from two source follower stages
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while the 0.18 µm experiences the attenuation from only a single source follower. If using

only a single source follower stage, the 0.25 µm SST could achieve a voltage gain of around

0.80 V/V. A similar circuit in the 0.18 µm process reaches a voltage gain closer to 0.7 V/V.

While the difference may seem minor, if there is a cascade of multiple stages, the increase

in attenuation dramatically impacts the overall gain. The 0.18 µm SST uses a unity gain

analog output driver to raise the overall voltage gain. If a source follower style output driver

was used instead, the 0.18 µm SST voltage gain would drop to 0.56 V/V and suffer a large

reduction in dynamic range. In future iterations, the voltage gain of the 0.25 µm SST could

be increased by using a unity gain voltage buffer as the analog pin driver instead of the source

follower stage. The reason the 0.18 µm SST experiences the lower source follower gain is due

to the lower output resistance (r0) and an increased body effect transconductance (gmb) of

the transistors in the 0.18 µm process. In general, the SST voltage gains will continue to drop

as they are scaled down further. The more advances technologies will have more pronounced

short channel effects, which make it difficult to achieve high analog voltage gains.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Summary

The uses of time-interleaved sampling through an SCA, is a highly successful technique

for capturing brief, high speed analog waveforms. The sampling operation is fairly low power,

so the SST realizes a very power efficient circuit that achieves multi-gigahertz sample rates.

For comparison, a multi-gigahertz ADC solution to data acquisition would require nearly a

watt of power. On the other hand, the SST only consumes 32 mW of power per channel,

realizing a low power data acquisition. The time-interleaved sampling technique is sensitive

to circuit mismatches, which appears as noise on the SST output. However, many of these

noises can be calibrated out resulting in accurate, low noise waveform readouts. After

calibration, the SST output achieves a high SNR equivalent to over 10-bits.

The SST event triggering system uses trigger logic with dual high speed comparators

per channel; the resulting triggering system is efficient and effective. An important feature

in this triggering system is its ability to monitor for bipolar thresholds using a coincident

window. This allows for a high degree of noise rejection and it provides precise control over

the event triggering rate. It also simplifies the triggering setup compared to the ATWD’s

pattern matching triggering, which requires additional programming and calibrations. The
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SST trigger system’s high sensitivity is a product of the high speed open loop comparator

design. The cascaded, open loop comparators achieves high speed signal amplification that

allows for accurate threshold discriminations for small and brief threshold crossings.

The synchronous timing generation is proven to be capable of multi-gigahertz opera-

tion. While other timing generation methods, such as the PLL and DLL timing generation

methods, can achieve higher sampling rates, the synchronous timing generation still demon-

strates high rate sample clock generation with low timing jitter. The use of a stable, low

noise external oscillator results in robust, low noise timing generation that functions across

an extremely wide range of sampling rates. The SST achieves an inter channel timing res-

olution of 4.3 ps (RMS) even without any timing calibrations; this is largely due to the

synchronous timing generation’s low timing noise performance.

This paragraph highlights several factors that play a prominent role in the SST’s timing

resolution. The inter channel timing resolution is dependent on the sampling rate, and

increasing the sampling rate generally improves the inter channel timing resolution. The

timing resolutions can also be improved by increasing the SST’s output SNR. The SNR can

be affected if the SST’s input voltage range is too restrictive; therefore, a large SST dynamic

range is vital to achieving high timing resolutions. Carefully balancing of the capacitive

loads and signal paths in the timing generation circuitry (for both the schematic design and

the layout) have shown to improve the fixed pattern sample interval errors. Despite best

effort, some fixed pattern sample interval error will still be present due to process variation.

However, it has been shown that fixed pattern sample interval error can be characterized

and effectively removed through calibration to improve the timing accuracy of the SST.

In summary, the SST chip achieved several primary design objectives. Four channel

waveform capture functionality has been integrated into a single IC. The SST chip’s power

consumption is significantly lower on a per channel basis compared to the previous ARI-

ANNA data acquisition chip. Sampling at a 2.0 GHz rate, SST chip’s 256 sampling cell
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Technology 0.25 µm CMOS (Vdd = 2.5V)
Number of channels 4
Samples per channel 256
Chip size 2.5 by 2.5 mm
Package size 8 mm by 8 mm, 56 pins
Input clock (typical) 1.0 GHz LVDS
Sample rate (typical) 2.0 GHz
Minimum sample rate 2.0 kHz
Analog bandwidth 1.5 GHz, -3dB
Max power per chip with trigger 128 mW at 2.0 GSPS
Maximum analog input range 0.05-1.95 V
Input-referred noise power 0.42 mV, RMS
Dynamic range 10.5 bits, RMS
Fixed pattern noise 6.5 mV, RMS
Leakage rate ≈ 0.15 V/s
Uncorrected intra channel timing resolution 9.3 ps sigma
Corrected intra channel timing resolution 2.1 ps sigma
Uncorrected inter channel res. 1.15 - 4.3 ps sigma
Corrected inter channel timing resolution 1.12 - 2.37 ps sigma

Table 6.1: Summary of the SST Specifications

array records a 128 ns transient record of the input waveform. The SST has an analog band-

width of 1.5 GHz allowing for the capture of frequency components across the entire Nyquist

band. A high speed comparator based trigger logic system implements effective event trig-

gering, and it is capable of discriminating on 500 ps FWHM pulses with an overdrive voltages

as low as 9 mV. The internal SST sample clock is synchronously generated based on an ex-

ternal LVDS oscillator. By interchanging oscillators, the system could sample at any rate

within the extremely wide range of 2.0 KHz to 2.0 GHz. The SST’s synchronously gener-

ated sample clock demonstrated timing FPN that mostly stays within ±30 ps. A method of

timing FPN calibration was presented. With the timing calibrations, the SST achieves inter

channel timing resolutions between 1.12 ps (RMS) and 2.37 ps (RMS). A table of the SST

specifications is provided in table 6.1.

Several neutrino stations equipped with the SST data acquisition system were success-
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fully deployed in Antarctica’s Ross Ice Shelf in the 2014 season. Currently, the stations are

actively monitoring for neutrino signal and are routinely transmitting data from the field

back to UCI.
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